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ABSTRACT
Reselling of fresh produce is an increasing trend in the current fresh produce industry in Papua
New Guinea where more women and men are getting involved to generate some form of income.
It has gained momentum after vendors have realized that they can purchase produce from
primary producers and resell them to make a profit at fresh food markets in urban centers. This
study was conducted at the Lae Urban Food Market (LUFM) in Morobe Province from the 22nd
of June to the 2nd of July 2020. The objectives of the study were to: identify selected
demographic and socio-economic characteristics of the women fresh produce resellers;
investigate their marketing transactions; examine the factors that have enabled them to run a
successful fresh produce reselling business; examine the constraints faced by these women in
their reselling businesses and explore areas of concern as perceived by them to help them in their
reselling businesses.
Systematic sampling was used to select a sample of 75 female fresh produce resellers for the
survey representing 77% of the resellers. Out of the 75 female resellers, 5 women were selected
for in-depth study using narratives. The selection of women for the in-depth study was done
based on whether they have been operating for 3 years or more in the reselling business.
Findings showed that the majority (64%) of the women are married and between the ages of 30
to 50 years and have an average family size of 6 members. These married women reported that
their husbands are supportive of their reselling business. Most have completed up to primary
school education (55%) or have never been to school (27%). The majority (84%) of the resellers
was from the highlands provinces and most reside in the peri-urban informal settlements (68%).
Almost half of the women mentioned that income earned from the reselling business is the only
source of income for the sustenance of their family. For these women, most have not received
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any formal training or any financial support from banks or financial organizations. Half of these
female resellers only received financial support from their family. These women have
experienced a range of factors that have enabled and/or constrained them in the reselling
business. These factors ranged from self-motivation, religious faith, and self-taught financial
skills to security issues, domestic problems, and consumer preference of produce respectively.
Reselling of fresh produce has received very little attention in the literature on fresh food
produce markets in PNG, even though large populations of women residing in informal periurban settlements rely on it as their main source or one of their sources of income. The fresh
produce reselling business is one of the growing trends in terms of how fresh produce is made
available to consumers from producers or farmers. Resellers are disinclined to make use of
resources and schemes provided by the government as they like the flexibility of reselling
without the commitment to repay loans. This study shows that resellers need greater access to
capital and financing. Although they do not have access to basic support services, many women
continue to thrive under such conditions for the sustenance of their families.
Keywords: Successes, Constraints, Fresh Produce, Reselling, Vendor Perception,
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
This thesis looks at the reselling of fresh produce at the Lae Urban Food Market in Morobe
Province, Papua New Guinea (PNG). The reselling business has become a thriving and growing
industry in PNG in the last 10 years. Producers off-load their produce in bulk to the resellers or
as termed by Sharp (2014) ‘middleman’ and ‘blak maket’ i by Barnett-Naghshineh (2019), who
sell it for a profit. Initially, reselling of fresh produce centered on specific high-value crops such
as sweet potato and imported European vegetables (See Section 2.4 for the mention of the food
crops). Women have taken the lead in the fresh produce reselling business.
The avenue has been beneficial specifically for those women who do not own land or have
insufficient land in urban areas to cultivate their own food for consumption or for sale. Thus,
generating an income in this space helps enhance food availability at home as well as increase
household income. Given the lack of knowledge of resellers in PNG, this thesis aims to find out
the profile of the female fresh produce resellers based on selected demographic and socioeconomic characteristics as well as identify the enabling and constraining factors that have
enabled or affected their reselling activities respectively.
1.2 Background of the Study
Agriculture is the main source of livelihood for the majority of the populace in Papua New
Guinea (PNG). The majority of the rural populations rely heavily on subsistence farming and
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some of the produce cultivated is usually sold in open informal markets (Wickramasinghe et al.,
2014). The trading and bartering of foodstuff and other items date back to the pre- and postcolonial period when rural Papua New Guineans traded items over long distances and across
extensive networks (Healey 1990). This bartering and trading exchange system continue today.
Those who were not able to produce certain food crops or items were able to trade with others
who were able to produce and/or manufacture. An example was the Hiri Trade between the
Motuans of the Central Province and the people of Gulf Province (Tok Pisin English Dictionary,
2015). Further, structured marketplaces came into the picture during the colonial period where
markets appear allowing subsistence farmers to sell surpluses at the market for an income as
wells as to be able to purchase introduced store items such as salt, soap, matches, and other
essential items (Gregory, 2019).
Amongst the rural households, women play a major role in growing fresh produce and selling for
an income (Peter, 2011). Initially, women were known to engage only in the marketing of the
surpluses produced from their own gardens. As the market economy took hold in PNG, the trend
shifted to women cultivating specific food crops for sale, especially high-value local and
imported European vegetables such as carrot, round cabbage, zucchini, capsicum, lettuce, green
leafy vegetables, broccoli, and much more (See also Curry et al., 2019; Busse & Sharp, 2019).
The production and selling of fresh produce have now become a thriving industry in PNG. With
the abundance and variety of fresh produce grown in PNG, the number of marketplaces,
especially in and around urban areas, has increased. The fresh produce industry itself initially
was focused on subsistence farmers as the main vendors and supplier of fresh produce, however,
this has changed as high-value crops entered the marketing scene. Currently, women play a huge
role in the production and selling of fresh produce. They are involved in this industry at the farm
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gate and all along the value chain to disposing produce at urban and rural food markets.
Production of high-value crops is mostly done by women who have access to land mainly in
rural areas or who rent land on the outskirts of urban centers.
The fresh produce industry has now taken a twist in the bulk purchase of fresh produce and
reselling of the same in urban food markets. The trend has developed into two distinct spaces
which are: (i) the primary producers and the (ii) resellers. The primary producers off-load their
produce in bulk to resellers who then resell for a profit. This approach lessens the burden of the
producers in marketing the produce and passes on the responsibility to the resellers to tactfully
make a profit from the produce.
The trend in the fresh produce industry has taken another shift where interestingly, purchasing in
bulk and reselling no longer focuses solely on high-value crops but has progressed into a broad
range of fresh produce. There is now an increasing trend of women purchasing in bulk, not only
specific high-value crops but all types of fresh produce from primary producers and reselling
them for a profit at the local markets in many urban areas. Other studies done in the marketing of
fresh produce and other items (Sharp, 2014; Busse, 2019; Vinning et al., 2008; Kopel et al.,
2017; Omot et al., 2005; Wang, 2014; Barnett-Naghshineh, 2019) have also noted the rising
trend in the reselling business in PNG. For example, Sharp’s (2014) work in betelnut trading,
Busse’s (2019) study of fresh produce at Goroka markets, and Vinning et al., (2008) study of
fruits and vegetables in Lae and Goroka markets. Further, Busse and Sharp (2019) found that not
only has the number of market resellers increased but with it there have been increases in the
volume of sales, trading over a longer distance, specialization in produce, and a change in trading
practices. The reselling activity usually takes place at the site of the business transaction at the
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central food markets or small markets in the informal settlements and even at urban roadside
markets.
Reselling of fresh produce is done mostly by women living in the informal settlements in the
urban centres. A study was done by Vinning et al., (2008) at the Lae and Goroka Markets in
2008 had confirmed that there were more female middle persons or resellers in comparison to
males. The same study found that reselling vendors at LUFM depended on the activity as their
main source of income. More women are engaging in the reselling business because they do not
have secure access to land for gardening or they perceive reselling as a potentially profitable
income-earning activity. A few women, whose spouses are formally employed and are earning a
low or medium to high income, are engaged in reselling. These women need the extra income to
meet family goals and to supplement the primary income earned by their spouses. Further, some
women are operating the business of reselling fresh produce as a full-time work activity. Given
these new trends in fresh food marketing in PNG, it is necessary to get an insight into the
reselling business at one of the biggest and busiest markets in PNG, the Lae Urban Food Market.
1.3 Overview of fresh produce reselling at the Lae Urban Food Market (LUFM)
The Lae Urban Food Market (LUFM) or Lae Main Market as commonly referred to, came into
operation in 1958 and was the first market to be established in Lae (Tajima, 1985). A study done
by McKay & Smith (1975) in 1974 at the Lae Market shows that the average number of vendors
at that time, ranged from 340 to 730 with the operating hours from 7 am to 6 pm, Monday to
Friday and half a day on Saturday. Currently, the LUFM is the largest and busiest market in Lae
City which can cater to over 900 vendors at any one time. The operation of the market is
administered by the Lae City Authority compared to the 1970s when it was run by the
Department of Health (McKay & Smith, 1975). The market’s operating hours are from 7 am to 3
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pm, Monday to Saturday, but almost all market vendors arrive earlier than the opening time and
front at the market gates to gain entrance when the gate opens so that they can select the best
location and set up their market benches. Vendors come from various rural villages in Morobe

Plate 1: The main shelter of the LUFM. This is usually dominated by vendors and resellers from the
Highlands centres with their fresh produce, mostly imported European vegetables.

Province, as well as from the neighboring Highlands Provinces and Madang Province to sell
fresh produce and other items (Plate 1).
To get an insight into the different types of vendors at any one time, a whole market rapid survey
was conducted on the 17th of June, 2020 prior to the resellers’ market survey. The findings show
that there were 941 vendors present on the day of the survey which included vendors selling
fresh produce, marine foods, handicrafts, cooked food, and manufactured clothes. Only 181
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vendors took part in the survey of which 87% of them were selling fresh produce. Table 1 gives
an insight into the personal profile of the fresh produce vendors.

Table 1: Selected demographic characteristics of the fresh produce vendors at LUFM on
the 17th of June 2021 (N=181)
Selected profile of the
Vendors’ response categories
Frequency
Percent (%)
vendors
count
Gender
Female
144
80
Male
37
20
Peri-urban settlement
108
60
Residential location
Within Lae City
28
16
Within Morobe Province*
37
20
Outside of Morobe Province
8
4
Highlands region
125
69
Ethnicity
Momase region
55
30
NGI region
1
1
Producers
74
41
Type of market vendors
Resellers
98
54
Both
9
5
Number of days spent at the 1 to 2 days
46
25
market for the past 7 days
3 to 5 days
41
23
More than 5 days
94
52
Green leafy vegetables
14
8
Root/tuber crops and banana
49
27
Items sold at the market
Vegetable
56
31
Fruits
22
12
Nuts
16
9
Others
24
13
* does not include Lae City residents
The majority of the vendors were female (80%) and most resided in peri-urban settlements
(Table 1). There were vendors who came in from areas outside of Lae city (20%) as well as from
other provinces (4%) to sell their produce or products. Most of the vendors found operating at
the LUFM are from the Highlands region (69%) and they dominate the sale of high-value crops.
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The vendors from the Momaseii region (30%) especially Morobe Province sell their produce
occasionally when their garden produce is ready to be sold and/or is in surplus. More than half of
the vendors (54%) were resellers followed by producer-sellers (41%) (Table 1). A few vendors
(5%) mentioned that they occasionally were involved in reselling fresh produce especially when
their produce was not ready for selling.
Interestingly, most of the vendors spend more than 5 days at the market (52%) meaning that they
spend 6 full days of the market operating days selling their items should there be a surplus. The
finding infers that those vendors who conduct their activities for 6 days a week are those that
reside within the city and are most likely to be resellers or sellers who sell large volumes of
produce which require a longer period of time to completely sell their items.
In most cases, the quantity of the produce determines the number of days of selling. Hence,
farmers loaded with fresh produce such as sweet potato, English potato, and watermelons seem
to spend more than 5 days at the market. For the producer-sellers, they tend to be only found at
the market when they have a surplus of food to sell or when their produce is ready for selling.
Thus, 25% of women who spend 1 to 2 days at the market most probably represent producersellers.
There are no restrictions on what to sell at the LUFM. Vendors can sell fresh produce, marine
foods, cooked food, processed and manufactured items as well as crafts and artifacts. Most of the
vendors (31%) sold vegetables such as carrots, broccoli, cabbage, onion, garlic, tomato, and
other vegetables (Table 1). Twenty-seven percent sold staples such as sweet potato, English
potato, taro, cassava, and banana. Sweet potato is transported from the highlands region as well
as locally grown in Morobe Province. Banana, taro, and sago are mostly grown within Morobe
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Province. About 12% of the vendors sold fruits such as oranges, pineapples, pawpaw, cucumber,
watermelon and others. The fruits are sourced from both Morobe and Highlands Provinces.
Watermelon in particular is sourced from Madang Province and the Markham Valley in Morobe
Province. Other items sold included bilumsiii, handicrafts, manufactured clothing, and
plastic/woven market bags.
Insight into the reselling of fresh produce at the LUFM
As noted above, the reselling of fresh produce is currently a major activity at the LUFM. The
LUFM is usually flooded with fresh produce daily due to its ideal location in the industrial hub
of Lae city connecting the highlands and the lowland provinces. The market is a hustle and
bustle of a place where vendors who mostly do resell of fresh produce can show up as early as 6
am so that they can be the first to assert their claim on their choice of produce that arrives from
the villages within the province and the highlands region (Plate 2). It is a competition of “first
come-first served” so resellers compete amongst themselves on who can secure the best produce.

Plate 2: Bags of sweet potato arriving from the Highlands Provinces in a container truck with resellers
ready to bargain for the purchase.
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Similarly, the producer-sellers who want to earn good profits for their produce compete amongst
themselves to sell to the reseller that pays well. For those producer-sellers that travel from
provinces outside of Morobe such as the Highlands, they send their produce down in trucks and
closely follow behind in Public Motor Vehicles (PMVs) such as buses or on trucks that other
farmers also travel. Those who have relatives in the city are able to seek shelter with them.
However, for those who do not have relatives in the city, they sometimes have to coordinate
transporting their produce and travelling at night to avoid looking for shelter. These farmers tend
to arrive first at the market as early as 4 to 5 am and aim to sell all of their produce in a day or
two.
In order to get a first-hand insight into the reselling business, an interview using guided questions
(see Appendix 4) was conducted with the Coordinator of the LUFM (Mr. Pari), whose story is
retold by the Researcher in Box1.
Box 1: An insight into the reselling of fresh produce at the LUFM
The presence of resellers at the LUFM has been around for a long time. Initially, the number of
resellers was limited because of measures put in place by the Market Authority to ensure that
they did not occupy all the spaces, as preference was given to producer-sellers and farmers.
Previously, it was only women from the highlands region who were involved in the reselling
activity. However, in the last 9 years, more women from the coastal regions have been getting
involved. Thus, the growth in the number of resellers at the LUFM started around 2012 to 2013.
By this stage, the Market Authority was no longer restricting the number of resellers at the
market.
Resellers are now an integral part of the marketing community at the LUFM and make up the
majority of the population of vendors. The whole market rapid survey conducted confirmed that
73% of the total vendors were resellers and of those resellers 74% were women. The presence of
the resellers has brought about both positive and negative changes to the marketing scene at the
LUFM. Resellers bring in more revenue to the operation of the market from the marketing fees
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charged for the space they occupy at the market as well as from the gate fees. Producer-sellers
are exempted from paying the marketing fees as they only pay the required gate fee to enter the
market.

Plate 3: Resellers and customers crowd around to buy green leafy vegetables being sold by a
producer-seller/farmer.

The majority of the vendors at the market are from the highlands. Highlanders are very
competitive and approach marketing like business-minded people. They have an interest in both
buying and selling (resellers) produce and can be present at the market from Monday to
Saturday.
In contrast, vendors from the coastal areas are found at the market less often, usually when their
garden produce is ready for harvest and sale. That is when they come to the market. Once their
produce is sold they return home until such times when they harvest again and wish to earn some
income through marketing.
As the number of resellers increased, it became harder to control the population of resellers as
they gradually came to dominate the vendors in the market. This often led to disputes arising
between resellers and producer-sellers. Mr. Pari and his colleagues are regularly involved in
solving disputes among vendors and every day they have to deal with many fresh cases. Most
resellers are honest people and negotiate and trade fairly with the farmers for their produce. But
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some go with a negative mindset where they continually haggle the farmer or they crowd the
farmer so that the farmer becomes confused as to which reseller he/she is dealing with. This
often results in the resellers taking advantage of the farmer by getting more produce than they
paid for. This is part of some of the everyday cases that the Market Authority helps to sort out.
Dealing with the market vendors over time, the Market Authority is now able to identify the sort
of vendors who are likely to try to cheat the producer or not.
Spacing is also another issue that needed the Market Authority to step in and resolve. The
resellers tend to take up most of the prime space, leaving many producers unable to sell their
produce. The Market Authority tries to ensure that priority is given to the producers in terms of
space as they realized the effort the producers put into cultivating the crop and transporting it to
the market however because of the distances that producers have to travel to reach the market,
they often arrive late and miss out on those prime spaces. Thus, earning a good income at the end
of the day is what the Authorities would want. Resellers are encouraged as much as possible to
go back to their residential communities and resell at the smaller markets but that advice is not
being followed.
The presence of resellers has changed the general marketing scene at the LUFM. Resellers also
tend to be detailed oriented especially in the way they display their produce so as to attract the
attention of customers. Sometimes producer-sellers may not have the time to sort and clean their
produce, whereas resellers give more consideration to how they will display their produce and
add colour to the general marketing scene. Resellers are able to fill up the maximum space at the
market, and in terms of revenue for the market, it brings more money to the Lae City Authority
(LCA).
Like many other urban markets, the Market Authority experience challenges especially when it
comes to implementing regulations that can be beneficial to the farmers, resellers, customers and
the Market Authority. Due to the increasing dominance of resellers in the market, some now
have a mindset of doing their own thing and ignoring the regulations set in place. When that
occurs, police personnel step in and impose fines on the vendors, based on the governing laws set
by the Lae City Council (LCC) or the Police Act depending on the nature of the crime. Dealing
with these issues has made the Market Authority to look into ways that can help them bring the
situation under control so the market operates effectively for both the vendors and the Market
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Authority. However, at the time of writing this thesis, nothing had been put in place due to
factors beyond their control.

1.4 Problem statement
It is now a common practice in Lae urban markets that women resell fresh produce on a full-time
basis. These women purchase in bulk and resell to make a profit. Thus, the reselling of fresh
produce is rapidly becoming a business enterprise where women are daily involved in this
activity. Most of the women involved in the reselling business are residing in informal
settlements and are involved in the activity to sustain their families. Other women are also
involved in reselling to supplement the family income or to generate extra income to meet family
goals. The reselling industry is a recent trend in PNG that is thriving in urban food markets and
has caught the attention of urban dwellers as a means to generate an income. To date however,
there has been little attention in the literature on the rise of reselling in PNG’s urban markets (for
exceptions see Wang, 2014; Kopel et al., 2017; Sharp 2021) and the women who dominate this
expanding area of trade. Because of its importance to urban livelihoods and in changing the
nature of marketplaces in PNG, reselling should be explored further to better understand the
industry and to guide policy for concerned authorities to support the womenfolk who are mostly
involved in the industry.
1.5 Research questions
In light of the above, the key research question explored in this study was: What are the main
socio-economic characteristics of female resellers at LUFM and the factors enabling or
constraining their reselling business? The following sub-questions guided this study and its data
collection.
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1. What proportion of the sellers at the LUFM are resellers?
2. Are there different types/categories of resellers in terms of their purchases?
3. Are there pre-arrangements made in the purchase of bulk produce by the
resellers?
4. What types of women are involved in the reselling of fresh produce at the LUFM?
5.

Are they reselling part-time or on a full-time basis?

6. What types of fresh produce are resellers fetching good income
7. What types of produce are risky for the resellers to purchase?
8. Are some women successful in running a reselling business full-time?
9. What are the factors that have enabled some women to run a successful fresh
produce reselling business?
10. What are the constraints they faced in their reselling businesses?
11. What are the perceptions of the women regarding enabling environments that
should be provided to enhance their businesses?

1.6 Research objectives
Based on the research questions, the specific objectives of the research were to:
1. Identify selected demographic and socio-economic characteristics of the women fresh
produce resellers.
2. Investigate the marketing transactions of the women fresh produce resellers.
3. Examine the factors that have enabled women to run a successful fresh produce
reselling business.
4. Examine the constraints faced by women in their reselling businesses.
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5. Explore areas of concern as perceived by women resellers to help them in the
reselling businesses.
1.7 Significance of the study
Production, selling, and reselling of fresh produce in the urban centers is an important source of
income for women. Unemployed women in particular are engaged in the industry on a full-time
basis as small business entrepreneurs. Income generated from their activities contributes
significantly to their family sustenance as well as meeting other family goals. However, there is a
knowledge gap in the type of women involved in the reselling business and the factors enabling
or constraining their daily activities. Thus, this study aims to understand these factors. In
addition, the study aims to provide insights into the marketing background and transactions of
these women and snapshots of its impact on the sustenance of their families in the urban centers.
The study also aims to fill the knowledge gap in the broader context of fresh produce marketing
and reselling in PNG.
1.8 Thesis structure
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the fresh produce industry in PNG looking at the background
of food marketing, its present state, the emergence of reselling business in the fresh produce
industry, and the enabling and constraining factors as experienced by women resellers and
government interventions in the fresh produce industry.
Chapter 3 outlines the methodology of this study and discusses the study site, study population,
and sample as well as the data collection tools and methods. The collection and analysis of data
are also elaborated in this chapter.
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Chapter 4 presents the findings of the study in reference to the selected demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the female fresh produce resellers, how produce is procured, the
marketing transactions of the women resellers, possible enabling and constraining factors as
perceived by the female resellers, and other enabling and constraining factors mentioned by the
women. The chapter also includes narratives taken from five women resellers regarding their
day-to-day activities as resellers.
Chapter 5 discusses the conclusions and general recommendations that were drawn from the
study as well recommendations for further studies in the fresh produce industry.
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Notes

i.

Blak maket or middlemen refers to vendors who do not grow the produce that they are selling but

instead, they purchase off from producers and resell at a slightly higher price. They are more commonly
found in marketplaces within urban centers.
ii.

Papua New Guinea has four regions; Southern, Highlands, New Guinea Island and Momase

region. The Momase region comprises of the three provinces; Morobe, Madang and Sepik. The name
takes after the first two alphabets of name of the three provinces.
iii.

Bilum is a woven bag typically made from yarn, acrylic string or other natural fiber and is often

carried by women. The art of bilum weaving is specific to the culture of Papua New Guinea.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a review of the fresh produce industry in Papua New Guinea (PNG).
Section 2.2 provides a background into Food Marketing in PNG and a brief history of the early
forms of marketing in PNG. Section 2.3 presents the state of fresh produce markets in PNG and
their importance within communities, especially in urban areas. Section 2.4 introduces fresh food
marketing in PNG and in Section 2.5, the emergence of reselling in the fresh produce industry is
discussed. Section 2.6 focuses on the types of market vendors found operating in marketplaces.
Section 2.7 brings attention to the participation of women in the reselling business and the
impact it has on their households and the community as a whole. In Section 2.8, discussions are
made on the key enabling factors identified by previous studies that allowed women to be
successful in business while Section 2.9 looks at the constraining factors that hinder women in
having a successful business. Section 2.10 presents specific challenges faced by farmers in the
fresh produce industry in PNG and Section 2.11 looks at specific interventions that the
government has taken to address the challenges and constraints faced by farmers or participants
in the informal economy.
2.2 Background of food marketing in Papua New Guinea
Marketing or the exchange of commodities has a distinct history in PNG. In the past, there were
three overlapping phases that have shaped the way marketing is being conducted today (Busse &
Sharp, 2019; Gregory, 2019). The first phase of marketing was when foodstuff and other cultural
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artifacts were bartered based on the principle of comparative advantage. The principle of
comparative advantage refers to the ability of an economy to produce a particular good or service
at a lower cost than its trading partners (Hayes, 2020). In the pre-colonial days, the barter system
was a traditional exchange system where two parties, from different regions, exchanged food and
other cultural artifacts amongst themselves. An example would be the Hiriiv trade system (Tok
Pisin English Dictionary, 2015) where the Motuans from the Central Province traded food and
other items with people from the Gulf Province. The second phase of marketing was the
development of centralized places in urban areas where food producers were able to sell their
produce to generate an income to pay tax to the colonial state. This type of marketing was
developed during the colonial period where the income earned by the producers was also used to
buy store foods such as rice, tinned fish, sugar, tea, and/or clothes. The third phase of marketing
is the emergence of modern-day food markets that surfaced all urban centers throughout PNG
(Busse & Sharp, 2019; Gregory, 2019; Epstein, 1982).
2.3 Fresh produce markets in Papua New Guinea
Fresh produce markets are designated sites where sellers and buyers meet to sell and purchase
fresh produce or other items respectively. According to Tajima (1985), there are two different
types of markets available in PNG. One is the pre-arranged markets where producers transact
with business outlets such as hotels, restaurants, fast food outlets, stores, and supermarkets, and
an agreement or a contract is made between the two parties. With this type of market, the
quantity of specific fresh produce and other items are produced and supplied to the buyers.
Quality is a paramount issue and is maintained at all times. However, the bulk of rural food
producers do not have access to pre-arranged markets because most cannot supply enough to
meet the large and regular quantity required.
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The other type of market is the open retail market where the bulk of the producers sells their
produce and other items. A study conducted by Wickramasinghe et al., (2014), in PNG regarding
market participation of smallholder agricultural households shows that smallholder farmers sell
their produce through open marketsv such as the local municipal outdoor market, roadside
market, government and church station markets.
Epstein (1982) conducted numerous studies relating to economic development and social change
in PNG. Her research entailed visiting fresh food markets in many different regions in PNG. He
identified four characteristics of the open markets in PNG where:
(i) There was the absence of wholesale transactions at the markets and vendors sell what they
produce to buyers who are the final consumers.
(ii) Sellers sell fresh produce in bundles or heaps and not according to their weight.
(iii) The earnings made from market sales provide only a portion of most of the vendor’s total
income.
(iv) The fresh produce markets not only function as a place where produce is sold and bought but
also as social hubs where people meet and create networks, mainly between the sellers and the
buyers, and for sellers to exchange ideas.
There are numerous open markets found in PNG. It is commonly found that in rural villages in
PNG, there is an absence of markets operating in a single village. Rather, fresh produce markets
are most commonly located in centralized areas in the administrative centres or districts. These
open markets serve the population living in villages located within the periphery of the
administrative centres. Markets in such locations serve as economic hubs for the majority of the
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rural population, especially women, to generate income from the sale of their produce or other
goods. Likewise, small roadside markets in rural areas are common along the roads or highways
connecting the rural and urban areas. Villages located along the highways benefit from selling
their produce to travelers.
In the urban centres in PNG, fresh produce markets are usually found in centralized locations to
serve the urban populations. These urban markets vary in size and number from one or two
central markets to numerous smaller markets that sell specific goods and items which are usually
scattered throughout designated suburbs and on the outskirts of the cities or towns. It is in these
smaller markets that resellers have become predominant because of the convenience of their
localities. Not only do the fresh produce resellers benefit from smaller community markets but so
do the small-scale farmers who reside within the community.
There are certain distinct features of urban markets. Generally, the marketing is formalized
where sellers pay market fees to gain access to the venue to sell their produce or to conduct other
marketing activities. Fees collected are paid to the Market Authority for the maintenance of the
markets. Also in urban markets, basic shelters, selling benches, and sometimes, restrooms are
provided compared to smaller urban markets.
Fresh produce markets throughout PNG cater for an abundance and variety of fresh produce
being sold daily. Examples of this fresh produce include root and tuber crops (sweet potato, taro,
cassava, yam, and English potato), cooking bananas, green leafy vegetables (aibika, aupa,
pakchoi, bokchoi, choko), European vegetables (broccoli, cauliflower, carrot, capsicum,
zucchini, cabbage head, peas, lettuce, tomato), fruits (pawpaw, pineapple, watermelon, mango,
banana, passion fruit) and nuts. Papua New Guineans like to eat locally grown food and if they
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do not produce it themselves, they purchase what is produced locally. Other goods sold at urban
markets include live broiler chicken, fresh fish, and other marine products, beef, pork, and
cooked food. Manufactured clothes and local art and crafts are also often sold. In some urban
markets, sellers may be restricted from selling certain goods such as betel nut (Areca catechu),
cooked foods, and store goods. The latter may not be the case with smaller urban markets where
sellers are not restricted in the items they wish to sell. Busse & Sharp (2019) have recorded in
their studies, store goods such as rice packets, oil, salt, and soap were being sold in smaller
markets.
In PNG, there is no effective centralized marketing system in place where fresh produce grown
in rural locations can be efficiently supplied to consumers throughout the urban centers in the
country. This is despite fresh produce marketing being an important part of the nation’s growth
and development. Over the years, market vendors are quick to adapt to consumer preferences as
well as to adapt to the overall changes that are occurring in the development of the country.
However, while much of the development occurring is related to activities in the formal sector,
the informal sector such as the fresh produce industry has been given little attention regarding
the structure and flow of fresh produce and other goods from the producer to the consumer. FAO
(1999) pointed out that many parts of the South Pacific fail to establish efficient marketing
systems for farmers. Thus, in countries such as PNG, Vanuatu, Solomon Islands, and Tonga,
farmers sell directly to the consumers at the urban markets or they transport the fresh produce to
relatives living near the urban market who will then sell on their behalf.
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2.4 Fresh produce marketing in Papua New Guinea
Initially, fresh produce marketing in PNG was centered on subsistence farmers selling surplus
foods from subsistence gardening to purchase household needs from the store such as; salt, soap,
kerosene. However, the trend towards the cash economy has changed the perspectives of
subsistence farmers who deviated to cultivating high-value crops for marketing. Some
subsistence farmers have shifted from selling surpluses to cultivating high-value crops
specifically for marketing to meet family goals. These high-value crops, just to name a few, are
mostly imported European vegetables such as broccoli, cauliflower, carrot, capsicum, English
potato, lettuce, cabbage head, and locally produced foods such as peanuts (Bue, 2013). The
selling of high-value crops usually takes place at urban markets. The urban markets are
centralized places where the bulk of the producers sell their fresh produce. A few farmers have
been able to pre-arrange trade with business houses such as supermarkets, hotels, and fast-food
outlets to dispose of their produce for fast cash income.
2.5 A twist in the fresh produce industry – Reselling of fresh produce
The selling of fresh produce in PNG has recently taken a twist from producers selling their
produce directly to consumers to off-loading to middle person or resellers to purchase and resell
for a profit. Reselling of fresh produce is not something new in Pacific Island Countries (PICs)
and has occurred for some time. It was recorded by Brookfield (1969) in his book ‘Pacific
Market–Places’ that middlemen were operating on a large scale in New Caledonia, Tahiti, and
Fiji. At the time, these middlemen were also operating in different market-places at different
times. Brookfield also noted that market middlemen were rarely found among indigenous traders
in Pacific Markets and most were producer-sellers bringing in their own produce to sell.
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Reselling has also been observed by Georgeou et al., (2018) in the Solomon Islands. In their
study, that examined the factors affecting linkages between rural smallholders and consumers of
fresh produce in Honiara Central Market, Georgeou et al., (2018) found two main groups of
resellers: one group resells produce at Honiara central market and the other group buys in bulk
from the Honiara central market and resells at smaller markets in Honiara.
In PNG, similar scenarios were observed in urban food markets (Barnett-Naghshineh, 2018;
Sharp, 2014; Vinning et al., 2008; Busse, 2019; Kopel, 2017) where there has been an increase
in the number of resellers that purchase in bulk and resell for a profit in the central market itself
or at other smaller urban markets. Barnett-Naghshineh (2018) in her study in Goroka market
found that resellers, or what she termed blak maket sellers buy fresh produce directly from the
main market and resell them for a higher price to earn a profit at smaller urban markets. These
developments are more prominent in the betel nut trade that was studied by Sharp (2019).
Resellers usually function as intermediaries between the producers and the consumers. Busse and
Sharp (2019) have found that since the 1970s, in PNG and the Solomon Islands, the number of
market middlemen (intermediaries) have increased, and with it has been increases in the volume
of sales, trading over long distances, specialization in produce/goods and the development of
competitive trading practices.
The availability of the intermediaries lessens the burden on the producers to sell their produce
because they can offload it to the intermediaries to take over the task of marketing. Most often,
this allows the producers from rural areas to perform their business in urban centres and return
home the same day.
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Omot et al., (2005), conducted a market survey on peanut production, trading, and utilization in
PNG and found that trading and reselling peanuts is a growing activity for urban settlers who do
not have formal employment. From the survey, they found that the resellers make up 41% of the
growers’ sales. Growers in the Morobe province and the Highlands region tend to sell 50% of the
peanut produced to resellers.
A study conducted by Vinning et al., (2008), also found that among vendors they interviewed in
the Lae Urban Food Market (LUFM), the majority were grower vendors who were highly
specialized in more than one product. During the interview, some of the grower–vendors
revealed that they would much prefer to sell to middlemen or resellers if the middlemen or
resellers purchased at a good price. Some of the growers travelled long distances to sell their
produce at the LUFM and they preferred to sell their produce quickly so that they could return
home by the end of the day. Of the middlemen or reselling vendors that were interviewed,
Vinning et al., (2008) found that there were more female resellers than males. The middlemen or
reselling vendors deal with less perishable fresh produce that has a long shelf life. From the three
case studies that they mentioned, two of the resellers purchased in bulk from local growers while
one of them purchased from local growers as well and sold imported stored produce (onions and
garlic) when the local grower is not able to supply the specific produce. By doing this, the seller
is able to continue operating their reselling business. The same study (Vinning et al., 2008) also
found that the majority of middlemen or reselling vendors that were interviewed in LUFM reside
in the city and their main source of income was through reselling fresh produce.
Further, studies conducted by Sharp (2014) found that middlemen are the key linkages between
the producer and the betel nut retailer. The middlemen in the betel nut trade may take either the
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role of a reseller where he buys in bulk and resells or as a middleman of purchasing in bulk and
resells in bulk to other resellers.
Although the fresh produce industry is flourishing in PNG, the emergence of resellers commonly
termed as blak maketvi (Busse & Sharp, 2019; Barnett-Naghshineh, 2018) or intermediaries
(Sharp, 2021), has for a long time held negative connotations. It often implies laziness and not
being able to grow one’s own produce, yet make a profit from somebody else’s labour and hard
work. Busse (2019) noted in his study of market sellers among the Gehamo people in Goroka
that fresh produce sellers complained that blak maket sellers took up more market spaces which
affected their marketing also.
The negative opinions of resellers are changing in some urban markets in more recent years. The
influx of people moving into urban areas for work, education and other activities have resulted in
increasing demand for food, particularly fresh produce. Producers have found it difficult to
regularly supply fresh produce and meet demand due to the distance between the place of
production and the urban markets. The resellers, to some extent, are making the produce more
accessible to consumers in open central or smaller markets in urban centers (Dewey, 2011).
Despite such opinions, one fact that remains is that there is high demand for fresh produce from
consumers in the urban centers and the role of resellers in the fresh produce industry is becoming
more valued.
2.6 Market vendors
There are different types of market vendors operating in the fresh produce market. Usually, there
are the: (i) producer-sellers, (ii) wholesalers, and the (iii) resellers.
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Producer-sellers are farmers who sell the produce that they have grown themselves. They tend to
travel long distances to sell their produce to ensure they get the best value of their produce. This
type of market vendors would not spend more than a day or two to sell their produce and are
quick to return home. Wholesalers on the other hand purchase in high quantities or in bulk from
various farmers. They are more often found in urban centres as they act as middlemen and
supply fresh produce to smaller vendors, resellers, supermarkets, and sometimes institutional
buyers and hotels. In Port Moresby, most of the fresh produce is distributed by wholesalers. A
2009 FAO study found that on average a wholesaler acquires around 698 tons of fresh produce
per year (FPDA, 2009).
Resellers or, pure traders, as described by Wang (2014), sell produce that they have not grown
but have purchased off from producers or wholesalers. This type of market vendor is found at the
market on most days as they have a constant supply of fresh produce from both producers and
wholesalers. Kopel (2017) in a case study on understanding the gender dynamics of the informal
economy found that overall, 43% of the respondents sourced their fresh produce from informal
sources and most women purchased in bulk and resold the produce in smaller quantities.
Resellers are found at most urban markets and they ensure that consumers have their choice of
fresh produce available, as well as earn an income for themselves.
Market vendors play an important role in feeding the urban population: they are the link between
farmers, the fresh produce, and the end consumers. In urban centers, most vendors are women
and operate under tough conditions where they have to sell goods on the ground, without shelter
from the sun or rain, and face harassment (Underhill-Sem, 2011). These vendors vary in
demographic and socio-economic backgrounds but all have a goal to earn an income and sustain
their families (See Section 2.8 for discussions on the enabling factors). A study conducted by UN
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Women (2015) in Port Moresby showed that nearly 80% of market vendors were women.
Throughout PNG, there is a strong cultural belief that women’s role is to tend to the garden and
market the produce as well as tend to childcare and other household chores.
2.7 Participation of women in the reselling business and its impact on the household and
the community
The engagement of women in entrepreneurial activities plays a vital role in economic
development and is a way of achieving economic independence (Afroze et al., 2014). It serves
as an outlet for women to prove that they are capable of achieving entrepreneurship goals and
bettering their households. Household food and nutritional security tend to greatly improve when
women are involved in entrepreneurial activities. FAO (1990) reported that research conducted
in continents such as Africa, Asia, and Latin America found that as women continue to have
access to income, it is directly associated with improvements in household food and nutritional
security. This is because women are more likely to spend a significant proportion of their income
on the well-being of their families. A featured article published by The World Bank (2013)
highlights an example of the role women play in the sustenance of their families as well as
agriculture in PNG. In 2006 when the cocoa pod borer devastated thousands of cocoa blocks
belonging to smallholder farmers in East New Britain province, it devastated smallholder
households. However, women were able to sustain their households through purchasing store
goods and reselling them as well as selling cooked food and other items until such time they
were able to revive their cocoa plots (see also Curry et al., 2009).
In PNG, women play a vital role in the production and marketing of fresh produce and other
items. Previously many women engaged only in the marketing of the surplus produced from their
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own gardens. However, it is now an increasing trend for women to go into the business of
reselling fresh produce at the local markets in many urban areas by purchasing in bulk from the
producers or farmers and reselling them to make a profit. From observations, the engagement of
women in the fresh produce reselling business may be due to the following reasons:
(i)

That the women may have not been able to farm the fresh produce because of the
unavailability of land.

(ii)

Women may be unemployed and are venturing into the reselling business as a source
of income

(iii)

Women may be supporting their spouses in supplementing household income

(iv)

Women may be generating income to meet family goals

(v)

Women may be generating income for extra cash to boost family savings

Barnett-Naghshineh (2019) stated in her studies, which was conducted in Goroka market in the
Eastern Highlands Province,
“…market trading is not just a means for a woman to earn a living: it is part of what
makes a ‘good woman’ – a woman who contributes to the lives of others through direct
provisioning and by gifting part of their market takings to collective ceremonial
exchanges.”
The value of a woman in rural PNG is assessed based on whether she works hard in family
gardens and actively sells her produce to earn a living. Not only should she be able to support her
family, but she is expected to contribute to cultural obligations in the event of a death of a
tribesman, bride price ceremonies, compensation ceremonies, and other cultural or
community/church events. By contributing to cultural obligations, women make their presence
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and importance in the community known, so that the community places more value on these
women.
Furthermore, during interviews with her study participants, Barnett-Naghshineh (2019) found
that different people have different explanations as to why women sell fresh produce and not
men. The explanations for men not selling fresh produce were that men are impatient and are not
able to sit at the market for long periods like women. Men, it was claimed, like to make money
fast, they do not know how to look after money, and they find it difficult and tedious to arrange
the produce and display them attractively in the market. Many men also feel shame associating
with marketing activity. The marketplace is said to be a place linked to being in poverty so for
some men, selling at the market is a way of saying that they lack money.
However, currently, more men are beginning to see marketplaces as a good source of income due
to a combination of factors such as a: source of supplementary income; potential income avenue
due to demand for fresh produce; and, as a safety net during occasional low export prices for
cash crops (Busse & Sharp, 2019). There are now men and women engaging in the industry and
husbands and wives coming into the industry.
2.8 The key enabling factors identified previously by other studies that have allowed
women to run their business successfully.
There are various factors that enable women to venture into or run a business successfully. These
factors vary among women and usually depend on the nature of the business they operate and the
opportunities made available to them. These factors ranged from personal traits and family
support to a conducive business environment and financial and institutional support. A study
conducted by Afroze et al., (2014) in Bangladesh, found that one of the common reasons for the
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success of women entrepreneurs is personal traits that women possess, such as hard work and
perseverance. Some women have credited their success to having received some form of
management or marketing skills training. There are some who received support from their
spouses and family. Another study conducted by Jamali (2009) found that of the women
participants, all those that had a successful business had relevant academic qualifications, and
half had prior work experience relevant to their line of business. Based on their previous work
experience and educational background, they were able to identify opportunities for new
business ventures as well as allow them to push past barriers set by societal norms. Khaleque
(2018) also carried out a similar study in Bangladesh regarding the performance of women
entrepreneurs which it was found that of the 168 sampled women entrepreneurs, 88% had a
secondary level education and higher with the other 12% below the secondary level.
In PNG, in a study regarding roadside traders in Madang, Anderson (2008) found that the
women roadside vendors were able to achieve economic success due to having access to good
quality customary land and having access to the main roads where they can access potential
customers. This allowed the women to have direct control of their enterprise. The survey showed
that the women vendors earn an average income that is more than three times the minimum
wagevii. They were able to achieve that level of income by marketing an average of 3 days a
week, cultivating some export crops as well as pursuing other income sources such as operating a
trade store or selling other items such as cooked food or second-hand clothes, selling of poultry,
and rearing and selling of pigs. Hedditch & Manuel (2010) conducted a gender and investment
climate reform assessment in partnership with AusAID in PNG and found that successful women
entrepreneurs were most likely to be landowners, educated, have strong character, and have the
support of their husbands and family (Drucza & Hutchens, 2008, as cited in Hedditch & Manuel,
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2010). For women who are unmarried, divorced, widowed, or married, they identified that
having access to financial services and support are important factors to consider before going
into business. Further for married women, they have highlighted that encouragement from their
husbands is a crucial factor that they consider.
2.9 Factors constraining women from venturing or running a successful business
Women have experienced constraints that have hindered them from venturing into
entrepreneurial activities or running a successful business. These constraining factors usually
stem mostly from the gender roles placed on women, socio-cultural issues, lack of financial
support, and women’s safety and security. A study done in Uttarakhand, India, (Chaudhary &
Kameswari, 2015), found that women find it harder to step into entrepreneurial roles as gender
roles especially those related to household chores and domestic responsibilities are major factors
constraining them from their participation. Afroze et al., (2014) also found in their study on
women entrepreneurs in Bangladesh that many women struggled to find financial support to start
up their business and also struggled with the pressure placed on them to have children. The
Asian Development Bank (2018) conducted a study on women and business in selected Pacific
Island Countries (PICs) and found the major challenges women operating businesses faced
included: lack of social protection, lack of legal protection, difficulty in accessing business
opportunities and accessing finance from banks at reasonable rates. Constraints such as gender
discrimination and illiteracy among women were also dominant. All these constraints can be
classified into four broad categories as socio-cultural issues, economic issues, psychological
issues, and managerial issues (Agrawal, 2018).
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PNG is no exception. A study conducted by Chang et al. (2010) identified six major constraints
that female farmers from Goroka and Mount Hagen faced in marketing sweet potatoes from the
highlands to coastal cities such as Lae and Madang. First was the security concern when
travelling long distances with their fresh produce to access markets. The women are at risk of
being sexually harassed and there is the fear of being held up by criminals on the road. The high
cost in the production and marketing of sweet potatoes is another constraint with the major cost
item being identified as the transportation of sweet potatoes to the markets. Women also
expressed that the hard physical labour put into the production and marketing of sweet potatoes
is very strenuous. The high labour demands mean that hiring labor is necessary, which adds to
the high cost of production. Another constraint is the lack of business skills of women. Of the
study participants, none had kept any form of records on the expenses and profit generated from
their sweet potato farming. They also lacked basic financial planning skills that would allow
them to ensure they generated a good profit. Marketing issues are another constraint as the sweet
potato is transported over long distances and is likely to be mishandled and damaged. Often the
market bag carriers roughly handle the bags containing the produce resulting in damages and loss
in profit. Theft also occurs when storing the sweet potato bags overnight at the market and
finally the lack of marketing infrastructure means that there is inadequate space to sell
comfortably at the market.
Further, a scoping study conducted by UN Women (2015) in Port Moresby showed that even
though women are the main vendors at the marketplaces, the unsafe environments and various
forms of violence that they experienced especially in the open markets restricted them from fully
taking part in marketing activities. The study also noted that the poor management and
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maintenance of the markets added to women’s vulnerability to the different forms of violence.
This has caused many women to be reluctant to pursue further marketing activities.
2.10

Challenges faced by the farmers in the fresh produce industry in Papua New
Guinea

The fresh produce industry is growing rapidly in the nation and with its growth, presents
challenges that farmers face individually and collectively when trying to supply fresh produce to
open urban markets. The Department of Agriculture and Livestock (DAL) highlighted in a 2018
article regarding fresh produce and horticulture, that the major constraints faced by local farmers
were access to credit, marketing, basic infrastructure, training, extension services, pest and
disease awareness, the delivery of agricultural services and much more (DAL, 2018; John, 2015)
These challenges are of great concern due to the increased demand for fresh produce from the
fast-growing urban population and the interest by producers to meet consumer demands.
Moreover, most farmers and others involved in the fresh produce industry, lack financial
inclusion. Most farmers and others engaged in the informal sector have low levels of education
and find it difficult to understand the process of accessing financial services from banks and
other organizations (Kopel, 2020). This is one of the reasons why farmers and market vendors
are reluctant to approach banks for credit. A financial inclusion status report by the World Bank
in 2015 showed that there is a significant gap in the level of financial inclusion for women, rural
communities, and those operating in the informal economy and managing Small-Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) (World Bank, 2015). Also, the National Informal Economy Policy 2011 –
2015 identified a lack of access to credit as a barrier in improving the livelihoods of those
involved in the informal economy such as farmers and market vendors. Without having access to
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credit, farmers cannot afford to increase production as it is costly to purchase equipment, labor
and expand production (Independent State of Papua New Guinea, 2009).
The unavailability of market spaces is another major constraint especially for farmers who
produce low quantities. The urban marketplaces are usually filled to capacity with farmers who
sell similar produce. Because customers have preferences over the types of fresh produce they
purchase, farmers selling similar produce do not always earn equal profits. The competition is
high in centralized open markets and it is possible that earning a higher income may be better
achieved at smaller community markets (i.e., markets located in suburbs).
Formal or pre-arranged markets are available in PNG, but business outlets prefer to work at a
large scale and with more established farmers who focus on large-scale production of fresh
produce so that there is a consistent supply of produce that is of high quality. For example,
Tininga Fresh is a company based in Mt Hagen that focuses on the wholesale purchase of fresh
produce from its contracted farmers where there is a consistency of supply of quality fresh
produce (New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 2018). This leaves many small
producers to depend on open urban markets to sell their produce. There are also instances, where
because of the small number of available formal or pre-arranged markets, more farmers supply
their produce to open markets (Peter, 2011). Through the pre-arranged or formal type of markets,
farmers can start their transition from small-scale farming to large scale in order to supply to
these types of markets.
There is a serious lack of improved and basic infrastructure in PNG. Within the fresh produce
industry, infrastructure related to road conditions and expansions’ connecting rural areas to urban
markets is a big problem. Also, good fresh produce storage facilities in urban markets are often
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absent. In 2010, a development brief by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) highlighted its
contribution to various infrastructural developments in the country in terms of rural farmers
accessing urban markets. It was claimed that through the improvement of road infrastructure, the
accessibility of markets and other services were made easier for farmers and therefore
contributed to reducing poverty in some rural areas. This was seen in one case study where a
husband and wife experienced their income from selling coffee beans vegetables and bananas
had doubled after the road near their village was upgraded because they were able to take their
produce straight to Mt Hagen, Western Highlands Province by bus and sell the produce (ADB,
2010).
Agricultural training and extension services play a huge role in disseminating the results and
recommendations given by researchers to farmers. This is done using various forms of
communication, either through training, distributing resource/information booklets on
recommended practices, and much more. Without it, farmers miss out on learning and improving
their farming techniques and current best practices for crops. Sitapai (2012) critically analyzed
the agricultural extension services in PNG and noted that the quality of extension services had
declined from the 1990s. The government is largely responsible for supporting agricultural
extension services within the country and since little funding is given very few extension officers
can reach people in rural and hard-to-reach places. Pamphilon et al., (2014) and Hamago (2021)
found that one of the foremost criticisms regarding agricultural extension in PNG is that it has
little impact on women smallholder farmers. They further noted that many extension services
focus on cash crops which are predominantly engaged by males and have little regard for the
informal subsistence sector which more females occupy. Without agricultural training and
extension services, farmers are unable to curb pest and disease infestation due to a lack of
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knowledge, appropriate technology, and awareness being brought to them. All these different
constraining areas in the fresh produce industry affect farmers one way or collectively.
2.11

Interventions by PNG Government to address the challenges and constraints

faced by farmers and resellers in the fresh produce industry
In a bid to help address the constraints faced by the farmers, the International Fund for
Agriculture Development (IFAD) in 2017 has funded an ongoing project “Maket Bilong Villis
Fama” (International Finance Corporation, 2021). The project, worth US$25 million is in
association with the Department of Agriculture and Livestock (DAL) and the Fresh Produce
Development Agency (FPDA) with the Department of National Planning and Monitoring
(DNPM), the Department of Treasury, and other government agencies. The project aims to build
and strengthen business partnerships and networking between farmers, markets, and private
sector partners, and to strengthen the government institution such as DAL, FPDA, and the other
government departments who are working closely to facilitate local and international trade of
PNG’s fresh produce and other horticultural products.
In an added effort to boost the effort of fresh produce markets in PNG, in 2019, the new Gordons
Market building was launched. It is a two-story building with the capacity to host 1,500 vendors
and was funded by the New Zealand Government in partnership with PNG’s National Capital
District Commission (NCDC). The New Zealand High Commissioner HE, Mr. Phillip Taula,
said that this project was a fundamental part of ensuring that the market was a safer place for
vendors especially women (“Pacific’s Largest Market”, 2019). Further improvements are being
carried out in Wau-Bulolo as a project worth K2.5 million was launched by the Governor of
Morobe Province for the establishment of a new market in Wau (Bonai, 2021). This will create
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market access for farmers in the area as most often they need to travel a long distance to market
their produce at the Lae Urban Food Market. More projects are now being initiated to further
improve market access as well as improve infrastructure and services towards farmers and those
involved in the informal sector.
With the constraints related to the inaccessibility of credit by those engaged in the informal
sector, the National Informal Economy Policy has identified microfinance as the main source of
funding for participants of the informal sector. The establishment of microfinance is a way of
expanding financial inclusion as it extends into places that financial institutions and government
organizations fail to reach (World Bank, 2015). It was in 2014 when the first Women’s MicroBank was established in PNG for the empowering of women to help grow the economy and also
help in enabling women not to become too reliant on the government (Bank of PNG, 2021).
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Notes

iv.

Hiri refers to a traditional Papuan trade system where Motuans took clay pots and traded them

for sago along the Gulf of Papua.
v.

Open markets refer to unrestricted marketing areas with free access to buyers and sellers. This

type of marketing area often occupies public places and is found throughout different regions in PNG.
vi.

Blak maket: Refer to Notes in Chapter 1 for definition

vii.

As of 2016 till now, the minimum wage in PNG is K3.50 (USD 1) per hour according to

McQuillan (2016). The exchange rate from PGK to USD as of 9th of August, 2021 is 1PGK equals
0.28USD (Source: Bank of PNG, 2021 9th August).
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CHAPTER 3
STUDY SITE AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Study site
The study was carried out at the Lae Urban Food Market (LUFM) in Lae City, Morobe Province.
LUFM is the central market in Lae (Plate 4) that frequently caters to the population of Lae
including those living on the outskirts of Lae city. LUFM sells a very diverse range of fresh
produce. This is because of its location in the city of Lae as the industrial hub of PNG and it is
linked by road to the five highlands provinces which are: Eastern Highlands, Jiwaka, Western
Highlands, Enga, and Southern Highlands as well as the lowland province of Madang. Hence,
there is a wide diversity of fresh produce being sold at the market. Fresh produce from the
highland provinces includes introduced European vegetables such as broccoli, cauliflower,
cabbage, and Chinese cabbage. Morobe province itself has 9 districts spreading from the high
altitude areas to the lowlands and coastal villages. Thus, there is also a great diversity of fresh
produce coming from the various locations within Morobe province itself as well as the
neighboring Madang province.

Plate 4: Satellite map of Lae Urban Food Market (Lae Main Market) (Source: Google Maps,
2020)
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3.2 Study population and sample
Selection of fresh produce resellers
The study population included all male and female fresh produce market vendors in LUFM.
Fresh produce resellers in this study referred to those who were trading fresh food crops only
(See Notes)viii. To make an assessment of the number of fresh produce resellers, a whole market
rapid survey was conducted on the 17th June 2020 prior to the selection of the reseller study
sample. The whole market rapid survey questionnaire used drew on the market survey form used
by the Livelihood Research Group at Curtin University. The reasons for the whole market survey are

listed in Box 2.
Box 2: Reasons for conducting the whole rapid market survey
Prior to the actual data collection for the study, a whole market rapid survey was conducted for
the following reasons:
i.

To get a picture of the whole marketing scenario.

ii.

To gain an insight into the total number of vendors at the market at any one time.

iii.
To get insights into the status of the fresh produce vendors whether they are producersellers or resellers. This would help select the most appropriate sampling method to use and the
sample size for the reseller survey that was used.

Systematic sampling was followed for the whole market rapid survey where the researcher and
the field assistant walked from one end of the market to the other end and selected every fifth
vendor to complete the questionnaire survey. The brief survey included 9 questions on selected
demographic characteristics of the vendors (Refer Appendix 1) and a question on whether they
were a reseller or primary seller. Through the process of selecting every fifth vendor, 181
vendors were selected for preliminary interviews and 760 vendors were skipped. Thus, the
population of vendors (fresh produce and non-fresh produce) at the time of the whole rapid
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market survey was 941 (181 selected for preliminary interview + 760 skipped vendors) (Table
2).
Of the 181 vendors of both female and male interviewed (including both fresh and non-fresh
produce vendorsix), 144 were females and 37 were males. Also, of the 181 vendors, 140 of them
were fresh produce vendors while 41 of them were non-fresh produce vendors. Out of the fresh
produce vendors (140), 84 were fresh produce resellers and 56 were producer-sellers. This
indicated that there were more resellers than primary sellers with an approximate ratio of 1.5:1 of
the resellers to the primary sellers. Of the total resellers, 60 of them were female while 24 of
them were male with a ratio of 5:2.
Table 2: Whole market rapid survey for Lae Urban Food Market

Categories

Total
population

Sample
vendors

Total market vendors

941

181
(760 skipped)
Vendors

Fresh produce vendors
-

140
Fresh produce resellers
-

Resellers
84

Number/percentage
Female
Male
144
37
(80%)
(20%)
Resellers
Producersellers
84
56
(60%)
(40%)
Female
Male
60 (71%)
24 (29%)

Ratio
4:1

3:2

5:2

Having a background of the women fresh produce resellers, purposive sampling was used to
select them to take part in the survey. Purposive sampling was used as the best option as many
new resellers came into the market daily to sell their produce and it was difficult to prepare a
sampling frame and locate the resellers. The first thing that was done was to identify the resellers
from the producer-sellers which were then followed by getting their consent to take part in the
survey. A total of 75 women fresh produce resellers were selected for interviews. The study
population targeted only female fresh produce resellers excluding resellers of non-fresh produce
such as poultry, seafood, cooked food, handcrafts, and others.
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Selection of cases for narratives
From the 75 resellers that were surveyed, five were selected for in-depth interviews. These
women were selected based on the number of years of experience in the reselling business so as
to capture the enabling and constraining factors they experienced whilst engaging in the reselling
business.
3.3 Data collection method
A mixed-method approach using both quantitative and qualitative tools was used to collect the
data. These methods were:
i.

Demographic and socio-economic surveys

ii.

Narratives

iii.

Informal interviews and

iv.

Observations

Primary data were collected through:
•

Survey questionnaire forms

•

Voice recorder

•

Digital and phone camera

Demographic and socio-economic surveys
The demographic and socio-economic survey sought information on the following:
(i) Selected personal characteristics of the resellers
(ii) Selected marketing background of the resellers
(iii)Factors enabling the resellers to engage successfully in the reselling business
(iv) Factors constraining the resellers from engaging successfully in the reselling business
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Narratives
Life stories of the five resellers went beyond the structured survey questions to capture, through
informal interviews, intrinsic information of the life of a fresh produce reseller (refer to
Appendix 3). This included data on their daily marketing activities, experiences, challenges, and
the benefits of engaging in the reselling business.
Informal interviews
Informal interviews with resellers were conducted regarding certain issues of interest during and
after surveys in order to get further insights into the reselling business as well as complementing
survey questions. Informal interviews were also conducted with relevant staff of the Market
Authority and the 5 female resellers from whom the narratives were collected.
Observations
During the interviews and while visiting the market, the researcher took careful notice of the
business environment and the different transactions that occurred in the market place such as that
of the resellerx and the customerxi and between the reseller and the primary sellerxii.
Measurement of study variables
(i)

Selected demographic and socio-economic characteristics of the fresh produce
resellers

Table 3: Measurement of selected demographic and socio-economic characteristics of the
women resellers
Variable
No
1

Characteristic

Measurement

Age

Measured by the number of years of the reseller at the time of
interview
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2

Marital status

3
4
5
6

Education level
Residential location
Province of origin
Family size

7

Duration in reselling
business
Other income sources
(apart from reselling)
Spouse’s occupation
Reason for engaging
in reselling

8
9
10

(ii)

The type of matrimonial relationship the reseller was in at the
time of interview
Number of years of schooling
Where the reseller was residing at the time of interview
Province of paternal origin
Total number of members living in the same household for a
period of 3 months
Total number of years in the reselling business
The total number of income sources excluding the reselling
business
Identification of spouse’ occupation
Stating reasons for engaging in reselling business

Procurement of the produce

Table 4: Measurement of the procurement of the produce by women resellers
Variable
No.

Variable

Measurement

11

Produce purchased from whom

12

Where was produce purchased

13
14

Pre-arrangement of produce
Average amount of money
spent on purchasing produce to
sell
Selling on behalf of someone
else
Grown any produce being sold
Days spent at the market

Stating where the reseller was purchasing the
products for reselling
Stating where the produce was purchased.
Whether locally from the market, within
Morobe Province or outside of Morobe
Province
Respondents answering as yes or no.
Average amount of money used to purchase
the fresh produce. Measured in Kina

15
16
17
18
19

Respondents were to answer yes or no

Respondents were to answer yes or no.
Number of days spent at the market in the past
7 days
Hours spent on average per day Number of hours spent daily at the market
at the market
Average profit (without the
Measured in PNG Kina
inclusion of capital spent to
purchase produce) on a typical
day, good day and on a bad day
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(iii)

Marketing transaction of the women resellers

This section was to take a snapshot of the marketing transaction of a single sale that the female
resellers conducted. Respondents were asked to list the fresh produce that was sold during the
day of the interview or in the past 7 days, the quantity purchased, cost of each quantity
purchased, anticipated profit, and the total income after sales.
Table 5: Measurement of the marketing transaction of the women resellers
Variable No.
20
21

Factor
Fresh food currently resold
(at the time of interview)
Quantity of fresh produce
purchased

22

Cost of quantity purchased

23

Anticipated profits

24

Total income after sales are
completed

(iv)

Measurement
Number of food items sold
Number of bags whether it
being in 50kg, 40kg bag,
10kg bag or 5kg bags,
buckets, dish
Amount of money (in PGK)
spent per quantity of produce
purchased
Profit expected to make
without the inclusion of
capital spent
Total income earned by the
resellers after sales are
completed

Possible enabling and constraining factors as perceived by the female resellers

Statements were given and the women were given the choice to answer yes or no depending on
whether the female resellers have experienced these statements firsthand. There were six
statements given and depending on the response, it was classified as either ‘yes’, it was an
enabling factor, or ‘no’, it was a constraining factor.
For female resellers who responded as unmarried or were from a female-headed household, the
last statement was not applicable to them.
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Table 6: Measurement of the resellers’ responses based on the possible enabling or
constraining factors
No. Statement
1
Received additional training from organizations, non-governmental
organizations, church groups
2
Support from family members such as parents, brothers, sisters, or
extended family
3
Received loans from bank
4
Personal safety and security is not a concern while at the market
5
Safe transportation and storage of produce
6
Husband supports the role of wife as a reseller

Yes

No

In addition to the above statements, the women were asked to mention other enabling or
constraining factors that were not mentioned in Table 6, but may have impacted the way these
women conducted their reselling business. The additional factors mentioned by the women were
sorted and categorized (Sections 4.7 and 4.8) according to being either enabling or constraining
to them.
(v)

Narratives

Life stories were collected to better understand the characteristics and personal traits of the
reseller as well as to learn more about their own experiences in the reselling business. Storytelling was guided by the interviewer in the following areas:
(i)

What prompted the reseller to be engaged in the reselling business? This captured
some background insights of the reseller.

(ii)

How did the reseller go about daily in the reselling business? This captured their
daily activities (A day in the life of a fresh produce reseller)

(iii)

What were some factors that enabled them to accomplish their daily task
successfully?

(iv)

What were some factors that constrained them from accomplishing their daily
tasks successfully?

(v)

What they thought could be done to help improve the fresh produce reselling
industry based on the constraining factors that they have faced?
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(vi)

What were the positive impacts they experienced from engaging in the fresh
produce industry?

3.4 Collection of data
The whole rapid market survey was conducted on the first day of data collection which was on
the 17th of June, 2020 by the researcher and 2 assistants. During that time, the survey forms
(refer to Appendix 2) for the main data collection were pre-tested amongst three resellers to
ensure the validity of the survey instrument before the actual data collection. Discrepancies were
noted and altered before the actual data collection which took place from the 22nd of June, 2020
to 2nd July, 2020. Survey of women resellers took 2 weeks to complete. Narratives of the 5
women resellers were also collected during the survey. All the data collected (interviews and
questionnaire surveys) was conducted in Tok Pisin.
3.5 Analysis of data
The raw data were collated, coded, and entered into MS Excel. The data were exported to the
Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) for descriptive analysis. Statistics such as
frequency count, percent, range, and mean were used to describe the data as per the objectives of
the study
3.6 Ethical consideration
Participation in the study by vendors was voluntary. After obtaining verbal consent from the
participants, they were informed that all information obtained from them would be strictly kept
confidential and their identity and personal information de-identified in the thesis. Participants
were also informed that they were free not to answer questions that they did not want to disclose
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information and also to withdraw from the interview during the interview process if they wanted
to.
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Notes

viii.

Fresh produce refers to fruits and vegetables that have not been processed in any manner.

Examples of fresh produce include broccoli, cauliflower, tomato, sweet potato, carrots, cabbage,
pineapple, papaya, and so forth. Foods or products that were excluded were fisheries products, animal
products, art and crafts, processed and cooked food, and manufactured items
ix.

Non-fresh produce vendors included handicraft vendors, meri blaus (It is a loose-fitting upper

garment that has become an item of national clothing for women in PNG) vendors, marketing bags and
plastic bag vendors, and other manufactured or processed product vendors.
x.

A reseller is someone who sells something that they have bought from someone else. In the case

of fresh produce, a reseller is a person who sells produce they have bought from a farmer-producer, to the
consumers.
xi.

A customer is a person who buys or gets services from an individual, shop or business.

xii.

A primary seller is someone who sells products that they have produced themselves. In the fresh

produce industry, farmer-sellers are primary sellers.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the findings of the research in eight sub-sections. Sections 4.2 and 4.3
describe the selected demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of the female resellers to
give an insight into the different profiles of the women resellers. Section 4.4 presents the
procurement of the produce, detailing from whom was the produce purchased, where the produce
was purchased, whether the purchase was prearranged or not as well as the cost of the purchased
produce. Section 4.5 looks at the marketing transactions of the women fresh produce resellers as
well as discusses the vendor characteristics of the female fresh produce resellers and the average
days and hours spent at the Lae Urban Food Market. Section 4.6 describes the possible enabling
and constraining factors that were encountered by the female fresh produce resellers at the time
of the study. Section 4.7 discusses in more detail the enabling factors mentioned by resellers and
the responses of the women towards those factors. Section 4.8 discusses the constraining factors
that the female fresh produce resellers experienced while reselling and finally Section 4.9
presents an insight into the lives of five fresh producer resellers as they recount their experience
in the reselling business.
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4.2 Selected demographic characteristics of the female fresh produce resellers
Marital status
Most (64%) of the respondents were married, while 12% were widows followed by those that
were divorced (9%), single (8%), and separated (7%) (Figure 1). Similar findings were observed
by Wang (2014) and Kopel et al., (2017). Wang (2014) looked at women’s market participation
in Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea, where the majority (87.3%) of the women traders were

Proportion of women according
to their marital status (%)

said to be married or have remarried.

70

64

60
50
40
30
20

10

9.3

8

12
6.7

0
Single

Married

Divorced
Separated
Marital Status

Widowed

Figure 1: Marital status of the resellers (n=75)

Kopel et al., (2017) conducted a study to understand the gender dynamics of the informal
economy in the open markets in Port Moresby where they found that 79% of the vendors were
married with female vendors making up 76.5 % of the married population. They further reported
that 9.3% of the women vendors were divorced or widowed. The high involvement of married
women in the fresh produce industry indicates the importance of an industry where women fit in
well to generate an income to complement their spouses’ income. The study also points out the
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importance of the informal sector fresh produce industry as a place for people to turn to for their
survival in the urban centers.
Age
The age of the female vendors ranged from 19 to 60 years where most of the vendors (57%) were
between the ages of 30-49 years (Table 7). A few of them (4%) were early teens. A similar
finding was reported by Kopel et al., (2017), where they found that economically active female
vendors were on average between 31-50 years of age. Wang (2014) also reported in a study that
55% of the women vendors that were interviewed were older than 36 years. Only 4% of the
female resellers were younger than 20 years of age and 50 years and older. The age range from
this study and others (Kopel et al., 2017; Wang 2014) suggests that most resellers are in the
marital stage of their lifecycle which concurs with the findings on marital status.
Table 7: Selected demographic characteristics of the female resellers (n=75)
Selected
demographic
characteristics

Observe
d range

Measuring
unit

Age

19 - 60

Years

Level of
education

0 - 13

Grade (s)

Categories
< 20
20 – 29
30 – 39
40 – 49
50 and more
No Schooling
Primary School (Grade 1 – 8)
Lower Secondary (Grades 9 –
10)
Upper Secondary (Grades 11
– 12)
Vocational Certificate

Frequency

Percent

3
12
27
30
3
20
41

4
16
36
40
4
27
55

12

16

1

1

1

1
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Level of education
The level of education for the respondents ranged from ‘no schooling’ to ‘vocational training’
(Table 7). For more than half of the respondents (55%), the highest grade they completed did not
go beyond the primary level of education (Grade 8). This may mean that they either completed
primary school (to Grade 8) or dropped out at an earlier Grade without completing primary
school. The next highest group (27%) was the respondents who have never been to school. Thus
over 80% of resellers had either no schooling or had not progressed past primary school. It made
sense as this population would be the ones most involved in the informal economy and
purchasing and reselling of fresh produce tend to be an activity that women easily fit in. Only
16% of the respondents had completed Grade 9 and 10 (lower Secondary school). . The findings
from this study concur with Kopel et al., (2017) who found in a similar study conducted in Port
Moresby that most of the vendors interviewed completed primary level of education or have
never been to school. They found that 14.6% of the vendors they interviewed completed high
school. The results show that the informal economy and purchasing and reselling of fresh
produce at urban markets are important sectors for women with limited levels of education to
pursue economic livelihoods.
Family size
The number of family members per household ranged from 1 to 20 members with an average
family size of 6 members (Table 8). Almost half of the respondents (49.3%) had between 5 to 8
family members per household. Thus, the survival of households with large families would
depend on more than one income source. Hence, income earned from the reselling business
complements other income sources or maybe as a sole source for the family. Thirty-seven
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percent of the respondents had up to four members per household while a few (13%) had large
families consisting of more than 8 members.
The average family size is small compared to findings by Kopel et al., (2017) where the average
household size of the vendors was 9 members for vendors engaged in planned markets and 7 to 8
members for those engaged in unplanned markets.
Another study conducted by Omot et al., (2005) on peanut production, trading, and utilization in
Papua New Guinea found that the mean family size was 7 members per family, which is close to
the mean family size of 6 from this study. Findings from Omot et al., (2005) also show that of
those respondents involved in peanut production, 55.6% have a family size between 6 to 10
members, and 36.9% have between 1 to 5 members. Only 7.5% of the population had more than
10 members.
Table 8: Family size of the resellers (n=75)
Demographic
Characteristic

Family size

Observed Measuring
range
unit

1 – 20

Number of
family
members
residing in the
same
household at
the time of
interview

Categories

Frequency Percent Mean SD

Up to 4
members

28

37

5–8
members

37

49

More than 8
members

10

13

5.93

3.07

Residential location
The majority of the respondents (68%) live in peri-urban informal settlements located within Lae
City (Figure 2). Lae City itself has many peri-urban informal settlements, the major ones being:
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Miles, Kamkumung, Bumbu, West Taraka, and Malahang. One would expect many of the
resellers to come from peri-urban informal settlements as it is where the bulk of the unemployed
population in the urban centres tends to live (Storey, 2010; Numbasa & Koczberski, 2012).
Likewise, a majority of low to medium-income earners live in peri-urban informal settlements
because of the availability of affordable accommodations.
Twenty-eight percent of resellers live within Lae City within established suburbs such as Papuan
Compound, Admin Compound, and Chinatown. Only 4% live outside Morobe Province. The
findings indicate that the bulk of the fresh produce resellers is residing in Lae and going into Lae
Urban Food Market regularly to do their business. Only a few resellers do not live in Lae and its
vicinities, but rather are residing in Mt Hagen, Bena, and Daulo. They operate as resellers by
purchasing directly from the farmers in their respective areas and travelling to Lae City to resell
at the Lae Urban Food Market.

4%

28%

Lae peri-urban informal
settlements
Within Lae City
(Established Suburbs)
68%

Figure 2: Residential location of the resellers (n=75)

Outside of Morobe
Province
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Province of origin
A high proportion of the resellers (84%) were from the Highlands region followed by Morobe
Province with 13% (Figure 3). Three percent of the resellers were from other Provinces which
were Oro and East New Britain (ENB).
The finding that resellers from the Highlands Provinces dominate the reselling business at the
LUFM also concurs with the study in Port Moresby by Kopel et al., (2017) where they reported
that the majority of the vendors (60%) were from the Highlands region. Kopel et al., (2017)
further pointed out that of those from the Highlands region, 75.55 were female vendors living in
Port Moresby. Furthermore, vendors from the Momase region only made up 3.4%. Wang (2014),
in a study regarding women’s market participation and potential for business advancement also
shows that the highest proportion of the women traders (53.3%) were from the Highlands region.

3%
13%
Highlands
Region
Morobe
Others
84%

Figure 3: Distribution of resellers based on their Province of origin (n=75)
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From my study interviews and observations, I suggest that several possible factors help explain
why the Highlanders dominate in the reselling business. These include:
•

Highlanders seem to be more business-oriented and very active in the informal sector and
seem to be very responsive to economic opportunities that arise to generate an income.

•

Well-established networks with their own wantoksxiii back home to supply fresh produce
direct to them for reselling. They also get good support from their wantoks in terms of
financial assistance which can be paid back once they are established.

•

They take on reselling as a serious business enterprise.

•

They form a high proportion of people who migrate to the urban centres to make a living
and actively seek ways to take part in the informal sector to earn an income

Moreover, findings from this study (Figure 3) show that female resellers from Morobe Province
were not dominant at the LUFM. Although data were not presented, most of the women from
Morobe were producer-sellers who sell their produce, mostly green leafy vegetables such as
aibika (Abelmoschus manihot), choko (Sechium edule), water cress (Nasturtium officinale), aupa
(Amaranthus spp), karakap (Solanum nigrum), scallions (Allium fistulosum), snake beans (Vigna
unguiculata ssp. sesquipedalis) and various root crops and different varieties of banana (Musa
spp). These women come from the village where they have access to traditional land to grow
fresh produce and resell in bulk to resellers. Generally, women from Morobe who purchased
produce in bulk to resell (13%), tended to reside in the peri-urban informal settlements (refer to
Figure 2) with no access to land.
Furthermore, most of the female resellers from the Highlands region specialized in selling one or
two crops. When asked why they were not reselling more than one or two crops, most responded
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that if they had been selling a vegetable, such as round cabbage, for quite a while, they would not
want to switch to a different vegetable as they had become specialized in buying and selling the
one vegetable and they knew how to sell it well to make a profit and would not want to take the
risk of switching to another vegetable where they had less experience. The resellers also
mentioned that they followed such practices out of respect for other Highlands vendors who also
have been reselling those particular vegetables. One of the Highlands resellers who spoke on
behalf of the others puts it this way in pidgin xiv:
“Sapos mi salim cabbage, mi noinap go holim narapela kaikai na salim bikos me no save lo salim
narapela kaikai. Na tu, igat ol mama blo salim ol narapela kaikai istap. Emi no gutpla sapos me

salim

kaikai na kompetisen wantem ol”
English translation: “If I am selling cabbage, I cannot sell any other vegetable because I do not
know how to sell other vegetables well [to make a profit]. Also, there are other women who sell
those vegetables. It is not good if I sell the same vegetable as them and create competition
amongst ourselves”.
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4.3 Selected socio-economic characteristics of the female fresh produce resellers
Years in the reselling business
The number of years that the respondents were engaged in the reselling industry ranged from 1
month to 30 years with an average of 6 years (Table 9). The large majority (71%) had only
recently moved into the reselling business in the past six years.
Table 9: Number of years in reselling for female fresh produce resellers (n=75)
Characteristic
Years in
reselling
activity

Observed
range
0.10 – 30
(1 month
to 30
years)

Measuring
unit
Years

Categories

Frequency

Percent

Up to 3 years
3.1 to 6 years
6.1 to 9 years

32
21
8

43
28
11

Above 9
years

14

19

Mean

6

SD

5

Most of these respondents (43%) were engaged in the reselling business for up to 3 years while
28% of the respondents were engaged in the industry between 3 to 6 years. The large number of
women only recently engaging in reselling indicates the rapid growth in this sector in urban
areas. It is interesting to note that a few of the female resellers (19%) have been in the industry
for more than 9 years. Only one respondent has been in the reselling business for almost 30
years. Although Kopel et al., (2017) did not focus specifically on resellers; their study found that
the average number of years involved in marketing for female vendors in planned markets was
10 years and 6 years for the unplanned market. Kopel et al., (2017) defined planned markets as
established and recognized markets by the municipal authority whereas unplanned markets are
not designated and spontaneous in nature. This type of market more commonly appears in
smaller communities or on roadsides. It seems that women who have been reselling for longer
periods have seen the benefits of their engagement in the industry and have managed to
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successfully continue their reselling business. Moreover, these women seem to have vast
experience in the marketing and reselling business.
Number of income sources
Respondents were asked whether they depended entirely on the reselling business as their main
source of income or whether they also had other additional sources of income. Most of the
resellers (60%) had one income source which was the reselling of fresh produce (Table 10).
These women were often the sole income earner for their families. That is, either their husband
was unemployed or they belonged to a female-headed household. Thirty-nine percent responded
to having two income sources where they resell fresh produce as well as having one other source
of income.
Table 10: Number of income sources, information regarding spouses’ employment and
reasons for engagement in the reselling business (n=75)
Characteristic
Number of income
sources
Spouse
employment

Reasons for
engagement in the
reselling business

Categories
1 income source (reselling only)
2 income sources (reselling + 1 other)
3 income sources (reselling + 2 other)
Formal employment
Casual worker
Informal sector
Unemployed
Not applicable (Female headed household)
Sole income earner for family (husband
unemployed/female headed household)
Supplement husband’s income for household
needs
Meet household daily needs
Pay for school fees and children’s needs

Frequency
45
29

Percent
60
39

1
12
9
4
23
27

1
16
12
5
31
36

42

56

11

15

13

17

9

12

Of those 29 women who responded to having one other source of income, 5 of them referred to
their spouse’s salary while others mentioned other income-earning activities where they or their
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spouse were engaged in activities such as poultry (broiler farming), money lending (salim dinau
monixv), room rental, table market, and PMV bus service. The study shows that women not only
turn to the reselling business as a sole income earner but also to complement other income
sources to meet family goals. It can be seen that women are very keen to seek opportunities to
generate an income to ensure household food and income security.
Spouse employment group
Many of the respondents (36%) mentioned that they were the heads of their households as they
are unmarried, divorced, separated, or widowed (Table 10). Up to 31% mentioned that their
husbands were unemployed. This financially insecure situation gives rise to women needing to
pursue reselling fresh produce as a means to generate income for family survival and security. In
such cases, it is expected that spouses would provide support to their partners. Only 16% of the
female resellers reported that their husbands had secured formal employment while almost an
equal proportion of the respondents (12%) indicated that their spouses had casual jobs.
Reasons for reselling
There were numerous reasons given by the respondents as to why they started their reselling
business. Those reasons were then grouped into five main themes as ‘sole income earner for the
family due to husband being unemployed’, ‘to supplement husband’s income’, ‘to meet
household’s daily needs’, ‘to pay for school fees and children’s needs’ and ‘sole income earner
due to female-headed household’. Just over half of the female resellers (56%) interviewed
responded to being the sole income earner for the family. This includes women whose husbands
were unemployed as well as women who were part of female-headed households (widows,
divorced, separated). Seventeen percent of the respondents indicated that they resell fresh
produce to generate income to meet the daily household’s needs in order to be able to pay for
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household necessities while 15% engage in reselling to supplement their husband’s income
during days when the husband’s income is all used up. Twelve percent have stated that their
reason for being engaged in the reselling business is to pay for school fees and meet the needs of
their children. Women’s engagement in the industry seems to cushion household income when
the husband’s income is not sufficient to meet daily household basic needs. A study done by
Kopel et al., (2017) concurs with the findings outlined in Table 10, where two of the major
reasons for vendors engaging in market selling in Port Moresby were that there were no other
income sources they could pursue, and hence the vendors depended solely on the market
earnings. The second reason was to supplement other income source(s). Only twelve 12% of the
female resellers in Port Moresby responded that their reason for reselling was to meet family
goals and other household needs (Kopel et al., 2017). In particular, income earned from reselling
was used to pay for school fees, rental fees, save to expand their business, and purchase land for
the family residence.
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4.4 Procurement of the produce
Source of produce
Over half (57%) of the female resellers purchase their produce directly from the producer, either
by placing their orders directly with the producer or when the producer transports it to the market
(Table 11). Most of the resellers know the producers well since they purchase the same particular
produce from them regularly.
Table 11: Procurement of fresh produce for reselling
Purchasing background

Source for the purchase

Location of purchase

Prearrangement of
purchase

Purchasing funds

Response categories

Frequency Percent

Producer

43

57

Another reseller
A combination of both producer and
reseller

20

27

12

16

Market

52

69

Outside of Morobe Province

14

19

Within Morobe Province

2

3

Market + Outside of Morobe Province

6

8

Market + Within Morobe Province

1

1

Yes

29

39

No
Less than K50

46
11

61
15

K50 – K100

14

19

K101 – K200
K201 – K300
K301 – K400
K401 – K500
More than K500

18
14
9
7
2

24
19
12
9
3
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Twenty-seven percent of the female resellers purchase their produce from another reseller who
may have surpluses to sell or who may have decided to make extra income by offloading it to
another reseller when there is an increased demand for that particular produce. Sixteen percent of
the female vendors responded to purchasing their produce from a combination of both producers
and resellers. A study conducted by FPDA (2009) in Port Moresby markets showed a different
scenario. The study found the majority of the fresh food market vendors (63%) procure their
produce through middlemen, while only 37% of the vendors purchased their produce straight
from the producer.
Location of purchase
Findings (Table 11) show that the bulk (69%) of the resellers purchases fresh produce at the
point of sale at LUFM. These are mostly women living in the informal settlements that front up
each day at the LUFM gate to keep an eye on the PMVs bringing producers with their fresh
produce from villages in Morobe Province to the market. Purchase can also be done at LUFM
when the produce is delivered upon orders and the reseller pays and collects the produce. These
resellers know the type of fresh produce that they wish to purchase to resell. The other group of
resellers is mostly highlanders and women from Western Highlands Province, in particular,
dominating the reselling of imported European vegetables such as broccoli, carrot, capsicum,
tomatoes, zucchini, cabbage heads, and cauliflower. From informal conversations I conducted
with them, it seems that they have a good network with the fresh produce suppliers in the
Western Highlands. Resellers can get their produce directly from farmers where in this case, the
reseller sends money directly to the producer who then sends the produce down in the trucks.
Another way is for the reseller, who arranges for a wantok, to do the purchasing on their behalf
in Mount Hagen market. The wantok buys fresh produce from vendors at the Mount Hagen
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Market and arranges for the produce to be transported to the LUFM by container trucks. These
two types of transactions come under the category ‘Outside of Morobe Province’ (19%).
Nineteen percent of the female resellers purchase from outside of Morobe Province from places
such as Goroka and Hagen where some purchase directly from farmers or through resellers. Only
3% of female resellers purchase within Morobe province in areas such as Wau, Bulolo and
Situm, Markham, Salamaua, and neighboring locations within the vicinity of Lae. Similarly, 8%
purchased both at the market and outside of Morobe Province.
Interestingly the produce can be bought directly from the producer, another reseller, or a
combination of both. Pre-arrangements and purchasing directly from the producers ensure some
control over the quality of the produce purchased. Also, since the European vegetables are
perishable, damages done can be traced easily. The purchased fresh produce is then delivered to
Lae in big container trucks owned by businessmen from Western Highlands Province.
Chang et al., (2015) noted that in Port Moresby, the supply of fresh produce primarily comes
from the Highlands region, specifically temperate vegetables such as potatoes (Solanum
tuberosum), carrots (Daucas carota), broccoli (Brassica oleracea var. italic), and cabbage heads
(Brassica oleracea var. capitata). To get to Port Moresby, fresh produce is transported either by
air or sea from Lae. The Highlands region is the main source of production of European
vegetables.
Prearrangement of produce
Most women (61%) do not make prior arrangements before purchasing their produce to sell.
They purchase in bulk at the market from the producer or another reseller. Only 39% of the
female resellers indicated making prior arrangements with the producers and middlemen before
doing the purchase. As mentioned earlier, these women are mostly Highlanders who purchase
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produce directly from the producer themselves or from the highlands centres to resell at the Lae
Urban Food Market.
Purchasing capital
When purchasing produce, female resellers often have to rely on their own money to purchase
produce or through the assistance of relatives. They do not acquire loans from banks or ‘loan
sharks’. Findings (Table 11) reveal that almost an equal distribution of women used cash capital
between K50 to K300. Most women (24%) spent between K101 to K200 to purchase produce for
resale. Nineteen percent spent between K50 to K100 and K201 to K300. Similar findings were
observed by Kopel (2020), in a study about the financial inclusion of the informal economy in
Port Moresby, who found that women have an average start-up capital of K281.50 for purchases
at the planned market and K159.00 for purchases at the unplanned market in Port Moresby. This
supports the finding in this study that most female vendors spent between K100 to K300 to
purchase produce for reselling.
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4.5 Marketing transactions of the women resellers
Marketing transaction
The LUFM operates six days a week from Monday to Saturday between 7 am to 3 pm. During
these times market vendors are present to supply consumers with fresh produce and other goods.
When resellers were asked how many days were they at the LUFM the last seven days, a large
majority (88%) had spent 6 days at the market reselling fresh produce (Table 12). Realizing the
importance of earning an income, a total of 91% of the female resellers had spent 5 to 6 days in
the previous seven days at the market. Thus women are treating reselling as if they were in fulltime formal employment.
Table 12: Marketing transaction of the female fresh produce resellers
Marketing transaction
Average hours spent/day at
LUFM

Days at LUFM in past 7 days

Reselling on behalf of someone
Reseller selling produce that was
also cultivated

Response categories
5 - 6 hours
7 - 8 hours
More than 8 hours
1 day
2 days
3 days
4 days
5 days
6 days
Yes
No
Yes
No

Frequency
1
60
14

Percent
1
80
19

1
1
2
3
2
66
1
74
3
72

1
1
3
4
3
88
1
99
4
96

Only a few (9%) spent 4 days and less per week. Likewise, on average, 87% of the respondents
spent between 7 to 8 hours a day at the market indicating that they start their day when the
market opens and end their day when the market closes. Interestingly, 19% spent more than 8
hours at the market, and these are women who continue to resell their produce outside the main
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market when the gate closes or in other small community markets closer to their residential
location. These resellers continue to resell their purchased produce to ensure that everything is
sold on the day so they can continue to purchase and resell the following day. Also, women are
aware that introduced European and green leafy vegetables are perishable and if kept for more
than two days without refrigeration they quickly deteriorate in quality. These findings also
concur with Kopel et al., (2017) where she studied the informal markets in Port Moresby and
found that most of the vendors, both male and female in the planned and unplanned markets
(n=124 out of 205) spend 5 to 6 days a week working for more than 8 hours.
Interestingly, almost all the women (99%) purchased and resold the produce themselves and do
not engage a second party (Table 12). Only one reseller responded selling on behalf of someone
else and she receives payment for her work. Almost all the resellers (96%) do not sell produce
that they themselves have cultivated. Rather they rely on producers to have the produce available
for them to purchase and resell.

Only 4% of resellers sell fresh produce that they grow

themselves. This produce is sold alongside purchased fresh produce, and is usually only small
portions of food items such as chilies and lemons that they grow in their backyard gardens or
from unused government or customary land adjoining informal settlements where they are
residing. The female resellers who sell their own produce are not engaged in the large production
of chillies and lemon but rather sell surplus from their home garden.
Number of produce resold
Fresh produce resold at any given time ranged from root crops such as sweet and English potato,
local and introduced green leafy vegetables to high-value European vegetables. This section
looks at the variety of fresh produce sold by individual resellers at the time of the interview.
Most of the resellers (60%) concentrated on selling one or two food crops at a time (Table 13).
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Quite a number of the resellers (36%) also sold 3 to 4 produce at a time. Those vendors who
tended to sell only one product focused on selling high-value crops such as sweet or English
potato, broccoli, and cabbage. Vinning et al., (2008) noted in their rapid appraisal of the Lae and
Goroka fresh produce wholesale markets that middlemen (resellers) mostly purchased less
perishable produce and they usually specialize in selling one particular food item.
Table 13: The number of produce sold by female fresh produce resellers (n=75)
Total number of produce being sold by a reseller
1
2
3
4
5
6

Frequency

Percent

23
23
14
12
2
1

30
30
19
17
3
1

The resellers in this study who focus on selling only one or two products, purchase in high
volume and sometimes focus on reselling in bulk or lose to consumers. Resellers selling two or
more products mostly focus on perishable crops such as leafy vegetables, capsicum, tomatoes,
and carrots to name a few. This group of resellers anticipated that selling different types of fresh
produce would generate a high income or cushion them from making a loss from selling only one
produce. The frequency of vendors selling more than five different produce is low (Table 13).
This group of resellers purchases a variety of produce at a lower volume and resells with the
anticipation that with the variety of food crops they sell, they would earn a good profit.
Cost of purchasing one fresh produce for reselling
Thirty-nine percent of the resellers spent up to K50 to purchase one item to sell (Table 14). The
reason why these vendors spent only up to K50 was that they were also selling two or more other
items at the same time. These small purchases of one item allowed them to spread their capital to
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purchase other accompanying produce to sell. About a third of the women (33% of the resellers)
spent between K51 to K150 to purchase one produce and 28% of resellers spent more than K150
to purchase one produce to sell. Resellers that used more money to purchase larger quantities of
fresh produce were those that usually concentrated on reselling only one product. In a few cases,
resellers that had built their financial capital were able to spend more money to purchase more
than one produce for reselling and would require assistance from their relatives to help with the
reselling.
Table 14: The cost of purchasing one fresh produce for reselling
Variable
Cost of purchase

Categories of resellers
Purchased up to K50
Purchased between K51 – K150.00
Purchased above K150.00

Frequency
29
25
21

Percent
39
33
28

Mean
K135.80

The average cost spent to purchase one product was K135.80 (Table 14), which is close to
Kopel’s findings in the unplanned market. Kopel (2020) found that women have an average
start-up capital of K281.50 in the planned markets and K159.00 in the unplanned market. The
study found that the reason for the difference between the start-up capitals was because
unplanned markets have a smaller consumer base and women tend to sell in smaller quantities
than at planned markets. Kopel’s findings also concur with the findings from this study where
some women purchase in small quantities so that they can resell and complete sales within a
couple of days.
Average daily profits
The mean daily profitsxvi of the female fresh produce resellers vary depending on factors such as
the number of customers frequenting the market, demand and supply of specific produce, the
quality of the produce being sold and the weather which has an effect on the number of daily
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customers. Table 15 shows the average daily profits for female fresh produce resellers on three
different days. Resellers were asked what their profit was on a typical day, a good day, and on a
bad day (see Appendix 2 for more detail). On a typical day, most of the resellers (66%) claimed
they earned a profit between K20 to K60, and 23% said they earned a profit above K60. A few
women (12%) said on a typical day the profit earned was less than K20. Resellers that earned a
high profit (that is K50 to K100 a day) are usually those that sell high-value crops such as
broccoli, carrots, capsicum, and cabbage heads, just to name a few.
Table 15: Average daily profits earned by resellers (n=75)
Average daily profit

Profit in a typical
day

Profit on a good day

Profit on a bad day

Response categories
Less than K20
K20 – K39
K40 – K59
K60 – K79
K80 and above
K20 – K39
K40 – K59
K60 – K79
K80 and above
No profit: Loss of less than K20
No profit: Loss of K20 and
more
Less than K20
K20 – K39
K40 – K59
K60 – K79

Frequency
9
29
20
6
11
8
16
9
42
10
20

Percent
12
39
27
8
15
10
21
12
56
13
27

16
16
11
2

21
21
15
3

On a good day when there are many customers and demand for the produce is high, 56% of the
female resellers responded that they could earn a profit of K80 and above. Resellers usually earn
high profits when they manage to sell most of their produce at a good price. Whenever they have
to sell their produce at half price, they are not able to recover the capital spent on the purchase.
Wang (2014) found in a study of vendors at several markets in Port Moresby that due to the
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shortage of agricultural produce for sale in urban areas the fresh produce vendors could usually
sell produce easily, thus making good money. The average profit earned by the market vendors
in his study was K13.30 per hour: thus in a full day (8 hours) of marketing, it is estimated that
the vendors could make K106.40 per day.
At the LUFM, there are also days when the female resellers make a loss on the produce they sell.
These days are characterized as ‘bad days’ when there are not many customers as well as high
competition among resellers selling the same produce. On bad days, 40% of the respondents
indicated making a loss (Table 15) while just over 40% mentioned earning a profit of less than
K40 per day. It is during the bad days when the female resellers do not make a profit and find the
reselling industry disheartening. For most people who are involved in the informal sector, their
main aim is to make a profit that can be reinvested into furthering their activities and for longterm sustenance (Kopel, 2002, cited in Kavan 2013:32). The lack of profit affects various aspects
of the reseller’s lives such as the daily sustenance of their families, their mental health, and
consistency in their reselling activities.
Average profit earned after completion of sales
Findings (Table 16) show that the greater the range in the produce sold by the reseller, the higher
the average daily profit is made at the end of the day.
Table 16: Average daily profit per reseller according to the range of produce sold (n=75)
Number of produce sold
One produce sold
Two produce sold

Average daily profit (Kina) per reseller
64.53
98.35

Three produce sold
Four produce sold

141.42
192.06
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For the women, selling just one produce earns them an average daily profit of K64.53. When
selling two produce, they see an increase in the profit earned with K98.35. The average profit
earned by the women increases as the number of produce sold also increases. With that being
said, it can be assumed that the more items of produce sold by vendors, the more average daily
profit is earned. These figures can change depending on factors such as the number of purchases
done by customers, types of produce being sold, and the price at which the produce is being sold.
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4.6 Possible enabling and constraining factors as perceived by the female resellers
To understand the enabling and constraining factors women face as resellers and operating a
successful reselling business, six general statements were asked of the 75 female resellers (Table
17). These statements were drawn from what was found to be some of the common factors that
either inhibits or encourage women when pursuing businesses (Afroze et al., 2014; Asian
Development Bank, 2018; Chang et al., 2010; Jamali, 2009). The statements were discussed with
the resellers. A negative response towards the statements was considered as a constraining factor
for the respondents and likewise a positive response towards the statements was considered to be
a possible enabling factor for the respondents. Based on their rank, the statements are discussed
below.
Table 17: Ranking of factors enabling and/or constraining women in the reselling business
Response
categories

Statement

Husband supports the role of wife being a reseller
(n=48)
Fearful of their personal safety and security

Yes
46
(96%)
44
(59%)

No
2
(4%)
31
(41%)

Support received from spouse, parents, siblings or
other family members/relatives

38
(51)

Secure/reliable transportation and storage of produce
Received training from GOs, NGO, church groups, etc.
Received loans from commercial banks and/or other
financial Institutions

Key
Scores: Yes=1, No=0
Total scores = (Nx1) + (Nx0)
(%)

Total
scores

Rank

48

1

44

2

37
(49)

38

3

34
(45)

41
(55)

34

4

16
(21)
0
(0)

59
(79)
75
(100)

16

5

0

6

75

Married women (n = 48) were asked whether their husband supported their role as a reseller. Of
the total number of respondents, the statement did not apply to 27. Ninety-six percent of the
resellers indicated that their spouse supported their role as they recognized the significant income
contributions they made to household income security and well-being. The resellers pointed out
that their reselling business helps to offload some of the income responsibilities from their
spouses. By doing this the female resellers gain respect from their husbands and this enhances
cooperation and teamwork within the family. Betty is a bulb onion and garlic reseller who shares
her experience in Box 3.

Box 3: Respect and support I gained from my husband
“My husband is supportive of me being a reseller as whatever little I earn; I help to take care of
him when his fortnight money runs out. He knows that it is because of my reselling business that I
am able to give him and the children lunch money and bus fares. Sometimes he helps me by
carrying my marketing stool and bag and helps me set up at the market before he goes to work.”

Only 4% of the female resellers answered that their spouse did not support their role as a reseller
(Table 17). They stated that one of the main reasons was that the husband was hostile towards
them and would not contribute his income to help support them and their family. These women
found themselves not being able to fully cater and meet their children and household needs, and
it was a reason why they had to continue reselling so that at least there was an alternate source of
income for the household. Reselling was important because, as the women explained, it gave
them greater capacity to meet the needs of the family through their own access and control of the
income they earned. This then caused the husband to be even more resentful towards their
economic activities. Regardless, they continued to engage in the reselling industry as it
empowers them and allows them to be financially independent. This meant that for these women,
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they can have more control over the decisions made about the money they earn and not always
rely on support from others. By being able to choose for themselves how money is spent also
helped the women feel empowered, knowing that they can support their family no matter the
challenges they face. Being financially independent was one of the main reasons given for
engaging in the reselling business by both women who received support from their spouses and
those who did not. Andrias (2016), talked about how being engaged in the informal sector or
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) not only empowers women economically but also has a
direct impact on improving the welfare and well-being of households and communities.
Regarding the statement in relation to their personal safety and security while conducting
reselling activities at the market (Table 17), 59% of respondents expressed fear for their personal
safety and security when conducting reselling activities and travelling home afterward with their
cash earnings. The female resellers fear that they could be robbed while travelling home after a
day’s work of reselling and would lose all their money to thieves. Chang et al., (2010) also
pointed out the same issue with female sweet potato vendors in Eastern and Western Highlands
Provinces where they indicated their concerns regarding their safety, especially when travelling
long distances to sell their produce, as well as feeling vulnerable when travelling home after
completing their marketing activities. One of the Lae resellers in my study mentioned that to
reduce the risk involved in transporting her day’s earnings, she calls her son to meet her at the
market and he escorts her home. She normally gives the day’s earnings to him to carry as they
travel back home together in the PMV.
Of the 41% of respondents who said that they were not fearful for their personal safety and
security, half of these female resellers declared that as they were ‘God-fearing women’ they
could rely on their faith in God for protection and guidance. Others mentioned that due to them
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having built trust with the market bag carriers and street vendors at the market, they were not too
concerned about their safety, nor did they worry about the theft of their produce as they relied on
the bag carriers and street vendors for security. It is interesting to note that women are finding
different ways of safety for themselves as well as their produce by befriending bag carriers and
street vendors who are mostly male youths.
Women were also asked if they had received support from their spouses, parents, or other family
members/relatives when they initially started out in the reselling business or while engaging in
the activity. Just over half (51%) of the female resellers mentioned receiving family support
either in the form of cash, where money was given as initial capital to start their reselling
business, or in-kind whereby their family supplied them with fresh produce free of charge to
kick-start their reselling business and earn money for themselves. However, almost half of the
resellers (49%) did not receive any support from their family members and had to engage in
starting their reselling business independently. Thus, some have expressed that working
independently has allowed them to be self-sufficient as money had to come out of their own
pockets. Kopel (2017) found similar results among vendors in the informal markets in PNG
where 74% of the respondents receive support and assistance from other family members
whereas 26% did not receive any assistance and operated independently.
The statement asking resellers about secure/reliable transportation and storage of the produce at
the market presented some surprising results. Fifty-five percent of the female resellers have
experienced theft of their produce while left in storage at the market (Table 17). Chang et al.,
(2010) found similar results among women sweet potato sellers in the Eastern and Western
Highlands provinces. At LUFM, the lack of appropriate and secure storage facilities to store
produce at the market resulted in many women losing bags of sweet potato when left overnight at
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the market. The women resellers in this study said that they were able to easily assess if someone
has stolen their produce during the night by counting the bags as well as checking the quantity
left in the bags. On some occasions, they may not realize that they have lost their produce until
after the sales and find that the money earned is less than what was expected. Box 4 relates to an
experience by Martina, a broccoli reseller from Mt Hagen.
Box 4: Theft of bulk fresh produce at designated storage place at the LUFM
“There was a time when four 50kg bags of broccoli were stolen from under my market bench
during the night. I almost had a heart attack and could not function normally throughout the
day. I was lucky that one of the market bag carriers which I usually take care of reported that
the four broccoli bags ended up at Awagasi Market, a small community market at
Kamkumung Suburb. I immediately went to Awagasi market and was surprised to find the four
broccoli bags. I found out that the thieves stole the bags of broccoli from under my designated
market bench and sold them to a reseller at Awagasi market. I had to approach the reseller
and clarified the issue. Luckily, I had my name written on the bags so even though she
protested, I loaded my bags onto the bus and asked the reseller to follow me to the Lae Urban
Food Market Police Station to sort out the issue. The reseller knew she was in the wrong by
purchasing stolen items and did not pursue further.”

Also, there were instances recalled by some resellers where they had pre-purchased produce
from farmers in the highlands centres, but theft occurred during transportation of the produce to
LUFM. For example, after their produce was delivered to the LUFM, the reseller realized that
one or two bags of produce had not arrived. However, a more common problem raised by
women is that produce is damaged during transportation and storage so the resellers are bound to
make a loss. Vinning et al., (2008) indicated that at the LUFM, there were occurrences of fresh
produce deteriorating due to the heat. The study recommended a cool storage facility to be
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established at the market that would help alleviate the issues surrounding the theft and the loss of
quality of fresh produce. However, at the time of this study, nothing has been done by the
concerned authorities to address this problem.
Female resellers were also asked if they had any previous training from Government
Organizations (GOs), Non-governmental Organizations (NGOs), or church groups (Table 17).
Only 21% of the female resellers mentioned that they had attended some kind of livelihood
training on financial literacy, farming techniques, and floriculture (Table 17). These women
received the training by joining cooperatives or women’s church groups as well as attending
open training from NGOs such as Ginigoada. Kopel (2020) noted in her study that much of the
training for the informal sector were in the areas of financial and business skills. More
respondents in that study received training from NGOs and the private sector than from GOs.
The majority of the female resellers (79%) in this study had not received any formal training
prior to or while engaging in the reselling business.
Aside from asking about training, female resellers were also questioned on whether or not they
had received or taken out any loans from commercial banks or financial institutions to help them
in the reselling business. Not one respondent received financial assistance from either a
commercial bank or other financial institution (Table 17). Although some resellers expressed
their interest in taking out loans, they were not familiar with the loan processes, and also they
were not aware that such financial assistance was available. Further, most women mentioned that
they did not want to take out loans because they did not want to get tied down with loan
repayments from the little income they earned. The women added that they like the flexibility
they have when they resell to earn for themselves as they can take a few days, weeks, or months
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off from reselling without having the burden to repay loans. Mary who is a cabbage, carrot, and
capsicum reseller indicated in Box 5.

Box 5: Getting a loan complicates things
“I am not interested in taking out a loan as that will force me to market until I pay off the
loan. I like marketing to earn for myself and my family. The money I earn, I will not have to
worry about dividing it up but instead can keep the money. This means that anytime I can
leave the market and take a break and not have to think about anything else.”

Kopel (2020) also found that 11.2% of the vendors she interviewed expressed the same concern
about taking loans as they fear that they may not be able to pay back the loan on time. This can
be attributed to a number of factors such as lower levels of education, the unfamiliarity of the
loan processes, and the lack of confidence the vendors have towards loan repayment.
Despite women’s reluctance to take out loans, it has been recognized that access to financial
resources has not reached the majority of Papua New Guinea’s population by the PNG
Development Strategic Plan 2010 - 2030 (Department of National Planning and Monitoring,
2010, as cited in ADB, 2012). According to a country gender assessment in 2011 – 2012 for the
Department of Community Development by ADB, there are now projects in place that are
focusing on increasing the accessibility to financial services for women. However, for women
who are engaged in businesses in the informal sector, such as market vendors, the current
financial system in place is not easily accessible for them nor appealing. Most financial
institutions have requirements that the vendors cannot fully meet, as well as a requirement for
regular and consistent loan repayments, which cannot always be met. The women market
vendors are therefore expected to take unnecessary risks when trying to take out loans from
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financial institutions. For many women in the informal sector, it is difficult for them to meet the
requirements of the formal financial sector as their income is not steady as those in formal
employment and their income can be severely and suddenly affected by external factors, such as
consumer demand, extreme weather events, fresh produce supply chain problems, and a global
pandemic as such. These are just some of the factors that can have an impact on their income
which leaves the vendors to decide whether to take a risk and obtain a loans or sustain their
existing livelihoods without great financial risk. The women need access to a better financial
system that can cater more specifically to the circumstances of market vendors and those in the
informal sector, which can be flexible in terms of requirements and loan repayments.
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4.7 Enabling factors mentioned by the women resellers
Apart from the statements that were proposed to the resellers in Table 17, female resellers were
also asked to identify other factors that they personally found to have enabled them to continue
to carry out their reselling activities. Twenty-one women resellers of the total 75 surveyed did
not have any further comments to make, and hence the data collected and presented below are
based on the responses of 54 resellers. Five of the resellers could not mention any enabling
factors however they mentioned constraining factors they experienced. Their responses have
been grouped into six main enabling themes (Table 18). These six enabling themes are based on
the female resellers’ own experiences they have encountered while engaging in the reselling
business.
Table 18: Enabling factors mentioned by female fresh produce resellers (n = 54)
Enabling factors themes

Frequency count of
resellers’ responses (%)

Rank

Motivated to meet the needs of their families
Faith in God
Good support from family and friends

53
15
12

1
2
3

Self-taught financial literacy and other marketing
skills
Self-reliance
Able to meet social obligations

8

4

7
5

5
6

The top three enabling factors identified by women are: “Motivated to meet the needs of their
families”, “Faith in God” and “Good support from family and friends”. Fifty-three percent of the
female resellers credit their success and longevity in the reselling business to being highly selfmotivated to meet the needs of their families (Table 18). This motivation is the driving factor
behind the lengthy time and effort they commit each week to resell fresh produce. Thus, despite
the difficulties, they are able to persevere because of their goal to improve their family’s welfare
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and income security. This supports what Kunar and Patrick (2018) found in their study of
motivating factors that influence women entrepreneurs in Bangalore, India. They found that one
of the internal triggers of motivation for women entrepreneurs is that they want to support their
families by supplementing another income source.
Some resellers have said that their faith in God has enabled them to continue with their reselling.
They trust in God that his protection and blessings would be upon them and therefore they are
not swayed to give up reselling despite the constraints they face. Walker (1999) mentioned that
religion is an important force in the lives of people and has the power to influence their behavior,
the economy as well as have an effect on social and economic development. This supports the
findings of this study as the resellers’ religious faith is one of the enabling factors that give them
strength and spiritual support to continue to pursue reselling.
During their engagement in the reselling business, about 8% of the women mentioned that they
have developed some financial literacy and other marketing skills through their own selfexperimental learning. Through their interaction with other vendors and by ways of observation,
they had learned how to calculate change for customers, budget the money earned so that more
produce can be purchased for reselling or how profits can be saved for other expenses. They
have not had the opportunity to have these skills taught to them by other supporting
organizations but because of their inquisitive nature, they were able to pick up those skills from
other vendors. About 7% of the women have expressed that it is because of their self-reliance
that they were able to thrive in the reselling industry. Both of these are important personal
attributes including self-motivation, which these women possess, that have made them successful
resellers. Not only are they motivated, but they have the personal qualities to independently
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improve their financial literacy and other marketing skills through experience and have been
self-reliant and not wait for others to get things started.
Some women (12%) added that having a good family and friend support network, helped them as
resellers because they were able to acquire assistance whenever they encountered problems. The
respondents shared with the researcher that with the support of their family (and extended
family) and friends they were able to continue with their reselling business as family members
have helped by contributing financially to ensure that their reselling business continues,
especially during difficult times. Some have mentioned that friends even supplied them with free
produce for them to resell and keep the income earned.
This ongoing support from immediate and extended family members and friends is partly due to
women’s ability to reciprocate through contributing financially to customary obligations and to
assisting a relative in need. Having a regular income to participate in exchange and help relatives
not only brings respect and status to women in PNG (see Barnett-Naghshineh, 2019; Spark et al.,
2020), but in the opinion of some of the women interviewed has helped them succeed in their
reselling business. A few women (5%) identified the ability to meet social obligations as an
important enabling factor. Through reselling, the women were able to earn their own income and
save up according to their needs. There are days when a social or customary obligation takes
place and because of their income, the women are able to financially contribute to help out. Also,
some women mentioned that in this manner, they are able to save face by contributing as their
husband may be unemployed or have no money during that time. Some women mentioned that
when they are the only family member earning a regular or sizable income, they are responsible
for meeting social and cultural obligations for both their own family and their husband’s side of
the family. Barnett-Naghshineh’s (2019) study on the masculinities in the Goroka marketplace
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saw that in Goroka Town in the Eastern Highlands Province, the job of trading in the market is
integrated into the identity of “gutpela meri” or a good woman. Her contribution to events of
cultural significance can be by direct provisioning as well as through giving a portion of their
market earnings to collective ceremonial exchanges. Whilst the women in this study were proud
of their ability to contribute to exchange and valued their role in maintaining good social
relationships, they also stressed that such obligations can put pressure on what little income they
make, and for some women, it can be the cause of a failed business. Other women find this as a
constraining factor. These women, despite being feeling satisfied with having the ability to meet
social obligations, realized that in doing so, whatever little income they earn is diverted away
from their reselling business and livelihood. They do feel the financial strain it puts on them and
for some, customary obligations can be seen as negatively affecting their business but at the
same time rewarding and vital when they also get the same support from their clansmen in their
time of need.
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4.8 Constraining factors as mentioned by the women resellers
Women resellers mentioned various constraining factors that affect the success of their reselling
business. However, they have expressed that despite the constraints they face, they cannot do
anything but continue to conduct their activities as discontinuing would affect their livelihoods.
Eighteen female resellers did not comment when asked if they had experienced any constraining
factor(s), beyond those asked in Table 17. Of those resellers who mentioned constraining factors
that they have experienced (n=57), the top four constraining factors they identified were i)
external factors or factors beyond their control (e.g. sickness), ii) security issues (personal safety,
safekeeping of the income earned, safe storage of produce), iii) domestic issues (marital
problems or family issues) and iv) consumer preference (Table 19). Security and domestic
issues, directly affect the women, while external factors and consumer preference, have an
impact on the amount of income earned – but security and domestic issues would also affect
income earned – such as produce being stolen. The least constraining factor is the fear of taking
loans as even though that fear has prevented them from borrowing funds, the women resellers
were able to continue with their reselling activities without any major negative outcome on their
business.
Female resellers expressed that during times when they are affected by factors which they have
no control over, such as when they fall ill or when there is bad weather such as heavy rainfalls,
this inhibits them from conducting their marketing activities and as a result, this affects the
amount of income earned during that period. Their income usually falls below what they may
earn on average and this can put a strain on all aspects of their lives.
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Table 19: Constraining factors as mentioned by the women resellers (n = 38 responses)
Constraining Factor Themes
External factors such as sickness and
weather
Security issues
Domestic issues such as marital problems
Consumer preferences
Death of immediate family members
Jealousy from family, friends, fellow
vendors
Family emergencies or social obligations
No access to land for gardening
Fear of taking loans

Frequency of the factors
experienced by the resellers (%)
18

Rank
1

18
16
16
11
8

1
2
2
3
4

5
5
3

5
5
6

The UN Women (2011) who compiled a review of literature and annotated bibliography on the
pacific market and market vendors, listed among the challenges faced by market traders the
weather conditions which can destroy crops thus, reducing the chances of earning a good income
(Ross, 2005, as cited in, UN Women, 2011). Similarly, resellers cannot make profits during bad
weather as there are fewer customers during those days. Currently, there are no governmental
support systems such as a pension or universal basic income to support the women resellers as
well as others who may be unemployed. This has required the unemployed and those struggling
individuals in PNG to be more self-reliant and find for themselves, a way to earn a living.
In the survey conducted in 2011 by UN Women in Port Moresby, security issues were also
identified as affecting female market vendors. The study found that 55% of the women surveyed
had experienced some form of harassment in the market. Similarly, the female resellers
interviewed in this study, revealed that they are cautious when travelling to and from the market
as their day’s takings can be snatched by thieves. Likewise, whilst conducting their reselling
business, they have to put a close eye on their personal belongings as thieves can pickpocket
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their money and blend in with customers at the market. One of the female resellers commented
that “she would rather opt for an easier way to earn an income than being constantly in a state of
alertness in the reselling business”.
Another constraint female resellers face is during times when problems within their marriage or
relationship occur and that can negatively affect their reselling business. These problems
generally affect their mindset and discourage them from purchasing produce and reselling as
they think it would be easier to just stay at home and look for income elsewhere. For those
whose husband’s do not assist them in sustaining the household income, they often find
themselves having to support themselves during those times as the husband may choose to
squander his income elsewhere. Death of immediate family members was also identified by 11%
of the reseller as having a constraining impact on their reselling business. It is the psychological
impact that it has on resellers that can deter them from continuing with their reselling business.
For some of the women, after becoming widows, they have left the reselling industry for some
time but because they have no other additional income source, they had to reengage in this
industry to support themselves and their families.
Consumer preference is another constraining factor many female resellers’ experiences. When
consumers have selective preference over what they purchase based on attributes that they desire,
some of the fresh produce that the female resellers sell, are often overlooked and the resellers are
unable to sell their produce. Although the consumers have the right to choose which fresh
produce they purchase, the female resellers often find it discouraging that their produce goes
unsold. In a market survey conducted by FPDA (2009) in Port Moresby, market vendors have
purchasing criteria for their fresh produce to attract consumers. For the institutional and fast food
outlets, the three top purchasing criteria are: ‘produce appearance’, ‘price’, and ‘consistency of
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supply of the produce’. All consumers are concerned with the first two criteria; appearance and
price. Consumers have their own preferences when purchasing fresh produce hence, female
resellers are disheartened when their produce is not selling as quickly as they hoped it would.
Jealousy from family, friends, and fellow vendors is one of the constraining factors that female
resellers have to be wary about. Women have expressed that the more they succeed in their
reselling business, the more enemies they make as people assume that they make a lot of money.
That often is not the case but because these people are jealous of their success, they tend to
gossip and become hostile towards them. Within their family, often time, husband’s become
apprehensive about the long hours his wife may spend reselling and this tends to cause marital
problems. With fellow vendors, women have expressed that sometimes they tend to be the cause
of unfriendly rumors or that they may become over-competitive in reselling fresh produce.
The least constraining factor mentioned by the women resellers is the fear of taking loans. For
them, taking loans would mean less control over the income earned as they will be obligated to
pay back the loans. Failure to do so will result in them being in debt and a breakdown of their
reselling business. With reselling, they have the flexibility to conduct marketing activities
whenever they want, and should they choose to leave, they have the option to do so. Kopel
(2020) in her study also saw that among vendors that were interested in borrowing funds to grow
and expand their business, 62.4% were not interested in borrowing as they fear the potential
ramifications that would come if they do not repay what was borrowed. This sentiment was felt
and expressed by the women resellers interviewed.
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4.9 An insight into the lives of five women resellers
To capture a holistic picture of the reselling business and its impact on the livelihoods of the
women resellers, in-depth interviews were conducted amongst 5 resellers. These women vary in
their years of experience and each has their story as to what circumstances have led them to
engage in the reselling business as well as the challenges and the rewards gained from being a
fresh produce reseller in the LUFM
A day in the life of a fresh produce reseller
All five resellers started reselling fresh produce due to the necessity to support themselves and
their families. Four of these women belong to female-headed households. They have low to no
education and lack the skills needed to secure formal employment. Two of the women, Mary, a
sweet potato reseller, and Rose, a reseller who sells a variety of produce such as cabbages, carrot,
ginger, and onion, have never occupied any formal employment prior to the reselling business.
The three other women, Regina, Anna, and Jessica, have been previously employed as a cleaner,
shopkeeper and a fast food cashier respectively but decided to enter the reselling business to earn
money for themselves. All five women have children and other dependents that rely on them for
their sustenance. One characteristic feature of all these women is that their daily lives are
centered on reselling fresh produce at the LUFM.
For four of the women: Mary, Rose, Regina and Anna, their day typically starts as early as 4 am
each morning. The mornings are spent planning out the day’s activities and taking care of
household duties such as making breakfast, drying out laundry, and importantly to spend what
little quality time they have with their family before heading for the market. By 6 am to 7.30 am,
most of the women are already at the market. Mary comes in especially early so that she can
manage to buy sweet potato bags from farmers before setting up for the day. Regina also
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admitted that sometimes she bribes the market workers to let her enter the market early in order
to get the best quality bags of cabbages from growers. For these women, by 8am, they would
have set-up their market benches and are ready to sell the fresh produce to consumers as they
come into the market. These women can spend between 7 to 8 hours daily at the market before
heading home at the end of the day after the market closes at 3 o’clock in the afternoon. For
some, they have to find the balance between carrying out their marketing activities and their
household duties so that both roles are carried out well. Although they may be tired at the end of
the day, the welfare of the family rests in their hands and hence, they continue their working day
by preparing dinner and doing other household activities, such as laundry, before they finally
retire for the day.
The challenges faced on the road to success
There are always risks and rewards present when undertaking a business venture and with
reselling of fresh produce, it is no different. When it comes to the constraints faced while doing
reselling, it varies for each woman. Mary, the sweet potato reseller, stated that one of the daily
challenges faced is the frequent verbal harassment caused by hawkers or street vendors. They
tend to display aggressive behavior towards the fresh produce vendors as they push their
products onto customers that are there to purchase fresh produce. Nonetheless, Mary is able to
enjoy doing what she does and creates good customer relations to sell her produce. Rose on the
other hand, found her greatest challenge was trying to find healing after escaping from an
abusive marriage. She moved to Lae and left her son behind in her village for her parents to take
care of him. During her early years of reselling, the trauma from her past life and the thought of
being far from her son made it difficult for her to carry out her reselling activities. After coming
in contact with other fellow female vendors at the market, they have formed a support system
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among themselves and Rose now enjoys reselling knowing she can count on her friends for
support. Regina also has had her fair share of challenges, and theft of produce and money is one
of them. On one occasion, she had K1600 stolen from her bag while she was busy dealing with a
customer. When she later realized that her money was stolen, she fainted and could not do
anything about the theft as by then it was too late to track the thieves. Being a woman of faith, all
she could do was pray and ask God for peace and the strength to let go of her anger. She has now
managed to move past that incident but now, she never lets her bilum out of her sight. Although
these women face challenges throughout their reselling endeavors, they have managed to find
small ways to help deal with the challenges and persist in the reselling business.
Insights into the success stories of the resellers
The success achieved by these five women has been through hard work and dedication in the
reselling business. Successes for these women are measured according to what the women
thought were achievements for them. For Anna, the broccoli reseller who has been in the
reselling industry for over 30 years, her biggest indication of success was that she was able to
save and purchased a plot of land to build her house and also buy a vehicle for transporting her
produce to the market as well as for other errands. Throughout the years, she has been able to
pay her children’s school fees, set up a trade store and tavern as well as pay the bride price for
her sons’ wives. For Anna, after years of business success she’s experienced, she is now content
with how her marketing activities are performing and is happy reselling broccoli at the market as
well as supplying selected supermarkets in Lae with produce. Like Anna, Rose saw the outcome
of her perseverance in her successful reselling business. Rose mentioned that she was able to
save up enough money to take her son to Port Moresby for a year. The experience and time spent
together is something she cherished and for her son, she hopes that bringing him to the city will
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help motivate him to work hard in school. All four women expressed that for them, the capacity
to earn an income and being able to support their family and themselves is the most important
aspect of their business. Kopel et al., (2017) reported that during her study into the informal
economy markets in Port Moresby, almost 97% of the respondents spend much of what they earn
from marketing activities on family-related expenses. The money earned is primarily used to
meet the needs of the family and of the individual without the intention of expanding business.
This supports how these women felt when asked if they had plans for expansion, they are happy
and content with the pace they earn their income through reselling of fresh produce.
The travelling reseller – A unique case of a reseller residing in Goroka and reselling in Lae
The case of Jessica is different from the other women reported above. Jessica is based in her
village and purchases fresh produce in the village before transporting it to Lae and selling it at
the LUFM. This seems to be a new trend in the fresh produce reselling industry and Jessica, a
fruit reseller from Eastern Highlands Province (EHP), represents a new type of resellers. She
resides in Bena, EHP and travels to Lae to carry out her reselling activities. Previously she
worked as a Cashier in a local kaibar xviiin Goroka Town but had to leave her job due to her first
husband getting accepted into a tertiary institution in Lae. Jessica initially got involved with
reselling at the LUFM to help support him during his studies as well as to support the family.
Unfortunately, Jessica and her husband separated and she took her sons and relocated back to her
village in EHP. Her second husband passed on in 2019 and when she realized that there was no
one to support her, she returned to reselling again but this time, she thought of purchasing direct
from the village producers and transporting it to Lae to sell. During the orange season, she knows
who in the village has orange orchards and she goes around asking if they are willing to sell their
oranges per tree. She usually pays K20 to K30 per orange tree depending on the number of fruit
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per tree. After harvesting and packing the oranges into bags, she transports them to Lae.
Depending on the number of bags, she sometimes sells a couple of orange bags to resellers at the
Goroka Market before heading to Lae. Since Jessica has a friend who has a marketing stall, she
creates a space at the LUFM for Jessica to sell her oranges there. For her, a major challenge was
initially adapting to becoming a single mother, after her husband passed away. She had to
balance her home life and her income earning activities so that she did not get too overwhelmed.
She is a religious woman and credits God for giving her the courage to face challenges. She was
able to receive financial literacy training conducted by her local church which has helped her to
appropriately do tithing and budgeting. Being engaged in reselling has resulted in positive
impacts for her family’s livelihoods. She has set up a small village trade store, and she found that
she is now able to stock a variety of store items to sell in her trade store. The profits she earned
from the reselling business helped her expand her purchases for the store. She is also able to
support her extended family. Being able to diversify into other business activities through the
reselling business has motivated Jessica to continue with reselling so that she can further
diversify her income sources.
Areas of concerns highlighted by the resellers
There were some major areas of concern for the women interviewed in terms of improvements
and developments relating to market facilities and resellers. One of the key concerns that the
female fresh produce resellers expressed was that there was a lack of support for the resellers.
The idea of reselling is more often seen in a negative manner hence, it affects people’s
perceptions on the resellers. Busse (2019) in a study conducted in Goroka, Eastern Highlands
Province on the morality and concept of a market seller, noted that it is common for people to
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have negative perceptions of people who buys and resell fresh produce instead of selling produce
that they grow themselves (see also Sharp 2021).
Furthermore, resellers are missing out on benefiting from the SME loan schemes because such
schemes do not take into account how the majority of the market vendors or resellers are
unaware of the process of acquiring start-capital. There is also a lack of awareness among the
vendors themselves regarding the loan schemes.
Concerns about the market infrastructure and transportation have been raised overtime, not only
for LUFM but for many major market infrastructures throughout PNG (see for example, Vinning
et al, 2008; Chang et al, 2010; Kopel, 2017). Appropriate storage facilities such as cool storage
rooms or a proper shed where produce can be stored without the concern of theft is one of the
suggested improvements the female fresh produce resellers’ hope will happen. The marketing
infrastructure is not providing an environment conducive for marketing as well as storage
facilities for fresh produce. The lavatory amenity also is in poor condition and is considered
unhygienic for users.
Transportation is one of the major causes for deterioration of produce quality. The bags of
produce are often mishandled resulting in damaged or bruised produce. The trucks which
transport the produce usually transport the produce at high temperatures and without
refrigeration which causes the produce to deteriorate fast. Since the transport system to move
produce in PNG is unreliable and with no proper storage facilities, most times the bags are left
directly in the sunlight while the farmers try to secure transport to markets (Chang et al, 2010).
All these women, prior to reselling, had little to no experience in the formal employment sector.
Most of them having not completed school, had limited opportunity open to them to engage in
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the formal employment sector in order to generate adequate income to support themselves and
their family. By engaging in the informal sector, they have found a niche in which they can earn
money by getting involved with handicrafts, tailoring of blouses and most commonly, reselling
of fresh produce.
The market has always been a source of income for women as food production has been seen
traditionally as woman’s work. Women were responsible for subsistence food production (Curry
et al., 2019), and now men are getting into marketing particularly in urban centers. For these
women, particularly those residing in peri-urban settlements, they rely on fresh produce vending
and reselling as a way to earn an honest living. At the LUFM, the women interviewed were not
concerned about the presence of male vendors at the market. The men are mostly involved in
selling root crops such as sweet potato, potato as well as other produce such as cabbage and
watermelon.
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Notes

xiii.

Wantok is derived from the English term “one talk” and is loosely defined as a person with whom

one has a strong social bond, based on a common language, ethnicity, and district or by provincial
boundaries.
xiv.

Pidgin or Tok Pisin is the local lingua franca spoken throughout Papua New Guinea. It is one of

the three national languages of the country.
xv.

This refers to the act of money lending with an added interest cost that is usually paid back after a

minimum period of two weeks.
xvi.

Profit is described as the monetary gain as a result of the difference between the amount earned

and the amount spent in buying, producing, or operating something. For farmers, the profit earned from
selling produce is the difference between the money earned from sales and the money spent on the
production i.e.; seeds, cost of transporting produce to market, marketing fee, etc.
xvii.

Kai bar is the Tok Pisin reference to a take-away food establishment where cheap fast food can

be purchased.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the findings of the study and provides recommendations for concerned
authorities to address in the fresh produce industry. The study also recommends potential
research areas within the reselling industry that can be undertaken in the future.
Reselling is now a major part of the urban marketing scheme as more women are becoming
involved in the bulk purchase of fresh produce from producers, not only for specific high-value
crops but for all types of fresh produce. At the Lae Urban Food Market (LUFM), resellers are
operating in high numbers with the reselling of a variety of fresh produce sourced from the
highlands and coastal regions. Reselling is a profitable business for some but like any other
business, it has its own rewards and constraints. This thesis shows that those involved in the
reselling of fresh produce come from different demographic and socio-economic backgrounds,
and have experienced a range of factors that have either enabled or constrained the expansion of
their reselling business.
5.1.1 Selected demographic and socio-economic characteristics of the women fresh
produce resellers
•

A high proportion (64%) of the female fresh produce resellers are married with an
average family size of six members. Most are between the ages of 30 to 50 years of age

•

A high proportion has (55%) completed up to primary level schooling or has never been
to school (27%).
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•

The majority of the women resellers is from the highlands provinces and resides mainly
in the peri-urban informal settlements within Lae.

•

Collectively, the majority of women have been involved with the reselling of fresh
produce for over 3 years.

•

Income generated from reselling is the only source of income for 60% of the resellers.
Many of these women have an unemployed spouse or are from female-headed
households.

•

The reason given for reselling by over half of the women is because they are the sole
income earner for their family.

5.1.2 Procurement of the produce
•

The process of procuring fresh produce differs amongst the women. Over half of the
women (57%) purchase produce directly from the farmers or producers.

•

Most of the women purchase fresh produce at the market site, whether outside the market
gate or inside the LUFM and do not make pre-arrangements with the producer. These
resellers depend entirely on the farmers to bring fresh produce to the market.

•

The majority of the resellers spend between K50 to K300 to purchase the fresh produce
depending on what is in demand by the consumers.

5.1.3 Marketing transactions
•

The LUFM operate six days a week from Monday to Saturday with the operating hours
of 7:00 am to 3:00 pm. In the week prior to the survey, the majority (88%) of the female
resellers had been selling at the LUFM for 6 days per week, with most spending an
average of 7 to 8 hours daily.
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•

Almost all of the women (99%) are reselling for themselves and do not engage a
secondary party to sell for them.

•

Only a few of the resellers sell small bundles of additional produce that they have grown
from their own backyard gardens.

•

Most of the resellers sell one to two different types of produce at a time, although a few
of them sell up to six different types of produce at any one time.

•

Most of the resellers (60%) focus on selling high-value crops such as sweet potato,
English potato, broccoli, cabbage, carrot and other high altitude crops.

•

When it comes to the daily profit earned by the resellers, after all of their produce have
been sold, most (49%) earn a profit of between K20 to K60m on a ‘typical day’. On a
‘good day’, most (56%) are able to earn profits of K80 and above and on bad days, 42%
of the resellers are only able to make profits of up to K40.00. On a bad day 27% of
resellers usually make a loss of K20 and more. It is on those days when the female
resellers make a loss in their profit that they find the reselling industry to be a struggle.

•

For the women resellers, there is an expected profit to be earned for the number of fresh
produce sold. Most resellers understand that in order to earn more profit they need to sell
more produce. Vendors selling four types of fresh produce had an average profit of K192
at the end of the sales (Table 16). For resellers selling only one produce, it was calculated
that the average cost of purchase for produce was around K136 per vendor, each earning
an average profit of K65.

5.1.4 Women’s responses based on common enabling and constraining factors presented
to them
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•

From the six statements asked to the female resellers, the majority of the women (79%)
have not received any formal training prior to or while conducting reselling.

•

Half of the women (51%) said that they received support from their families in the form
of cash to help kick-start or maintain their reselling business.

•

None of the resellers had taken any loans from banks or other financial institutions. This
was because of the fear that they may not be able to pay the loan back in time, and many
were unfamiliar with the loan process.

•

Many female resellers (59%) have indicated the fear for their safety and security when
engaging in the reselling activities.

•

Over half (55%) of the resellers mentioned that they have experienced theft of their
produce while it was left for storage at the market place.

•

Most of the married women (64%) stated that their spouses were supportive of their roles
as fresh produce resellers. From the six statements that were asked to the female resellers,
the spouse’s support was the strongest enabling factor identified amongst the resellers
who were married.

•

Fear of their personal safety and security was found to be the strongest constraining
factor amongst the female resellers.

5.1.5 Factors enabling and constraining women in the reselling business based on their
experiences
Factors that have enabled women in the reselling business include: ‘their own motivation to meet
needs and support family’, ’religious faith’ and a good support system of family and friends.
Most of the women (53%) credit their success and longevity in their reselling business to their
own self-motivation. Women who are deeply religious have a strong faith in God as they put
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their trust in Him. This together with having good support from family and friends was seen as
enhancing their continued involvement in the reselling business.
Amongst the constraining factors, external factors such as bad weather or falling ill, family
domestic issues, security concerns and consumer preferences were seen by resellers as inhibiting
the growth of their business and affecting their sales. The female fresh produce resellers tend to
get overwhelmed, frustrated and discouraged while experiencing these constraining factors but
have to persevere for their survival.
5.1.6 Narratives
The reselling business has had positive impacts on all the women resellers who provided
narratives in this study. Findings show that women were able to be more independent, sustain
and financially support their families, and improve their livelihoods. For the five women
interviewed, they vary in their years of experience in the industry and have their own story as to
why they started their reselling business. All got involved in reselling as a way to generate their
own income to support their children and families. The study findings also showed that women
spend most of what they earn on supporting the well-being of their families. Throughout the
journey of the women resellers, they experienced some significant constraining factors, but they
endured to give themselves and their family a good life.
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5.2 General recommendations from the study
The study revealed what conditions were like for the vendors especially the female fresh produce
resellers. They expressed how inadequate the facilities were for them and how better support
should be provided specifically for resellers. Therefore it is recommended that the proper
authorities look into upgrading marketing facilities and infrastructure such as secure storage
sheds, chilled containers to store produce overnight at the market and well-maintained lavatory
facilities with showers. This can help in further improving the economic livelihoods of those
who uses the market facilities for income earning activities. By improving facilities, the number
of vendors will increase and in that way, the city authorities can generate a higher income source
from the market.
The female resellers have mentioned that they struggle to secure capital or additional funds from
financial organizations. This is due to the current financial system not being set-up in a way that
is suitable for female resellers. Some women would like to take out loans to expand their
business but because their income can be suddenly affected by factors beyond their control such
as consumer demand, severe weather, disruptions to the supply of fresh produce and so on, it can
result in an unsteady flow of income. Banks and other financial organizations need to improve
and rethink ways that can make small loans more accessible, with flexible repayment methods
and low interest rates so that female resellers and other market vendors are able to grow their
business while at the same time, stay motivated to maintain their business, especially during
difficult times.
In addition, the Government and Department of Education must consider the inclusion of
financial literacy training into primary and secondary level education that will help the younger
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generation to get involved in formal and informal sector opportunities or SMEs should other
opportunities for further studies be unavailable to them.
5.3 Recommendations for further studies in the fresh produce industry
The following recommendations are made based on what has been observed in this study. It is
recommended that further research be conducted in two main areas:
1. This study was done in the Lae Urban Food Market. Similar studies should be conducted
in other urban markets to better understand the developments in the growth of reselling at
local food markets in PNG.
2. This study was conducted amongst female resellers. A study should conducted be
amongst male resellers operating in urban markets, as no detailed information is available
on this group of resellers. The study could examine the factors that have pushed many
males into the informal marketing sector, as marketing was formally seen as women’s
work.
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6

7

8

9

Purchase from another
reseller?
(Yes/No/Unknown)

Residence

5

Reseller (Yes/No)

Gender

4
Residence type
1. Rural own
customary land
2. Rural not own
customary land
3. Urban settlement
4. Urban other
5. Other

# of marketing days
past 7 days

3

Average daily profit

2

Ethnicity(Province)

1

Vendor

APPENDIX 1: WHOLE MARKET RAPID SURVEY FORM

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
11. Skip Tally
(M & F)

12. Female
Skipped Tally

10
Produce for sale at time of survey (List
in order of quantity)
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APPENDIX 2: RESELLER SURVEY FORM
SURVEY FORM
SECTION A: DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS

(1) Name:
(2) Gender:

 M
 F

(3) Age:







< 20 years
21 – 30
31 – 40
41 – 50
51 years +

(4) Marital status:







Never Married
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widowed

(5) Highest level of education completed











No grade completed
Primary School completed
Lower Secondary
Upper Secondary
Vocational / Trade Certificate
Diploma
University
Post-Graduate
Do not know

(6) Residential location:
(7) Province of origin:
(8) How many people depend on the income you
are earning?
(9) How many years have you been reselling fresh
produce?
(10) What are your main sources of income? (List
top 4 in order)
(11) What is your spouse’s occupation (If spouse is
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employed)?
(12) If your spouse is employed then why are you
involved in the reselling business?
SECTION B: RESELLING OF FRESH PRODUCE

(13) Do you purchase from a producer or another
reseller?

(14) Where did you purchase the produce?

(15) Do you prearrange the purchase?
(16) How much money (capital) do you usually
use to buy fresh produce with?
(17) Are you selling on behalf of someone else?
(18) Are there any produce that you are selling
where you have grown yourself?
(19) Do you sell full time or only part time?

(20) How many days did you marketed in the last 7
days?

(21) How many hours on average a day do you
sell?

(22) What is your profit on a typical day?

 Producer
 Another reseller
 A combination from both
producer and reseller
 Not sure
 From the market
 Outside of market (Within
Morobe Province)
 Outside of market (Outside of
Morobe Province)
 Yes
 No





Yes
No
Yes
No





















Full time
Part time
Only a day
2 days
3 days
4 days
5 days
6 days
7 days
1 hour
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
5 hours
6 hours
7 hours
<K20
K20 - K39
K40 – K59
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(23) What is your profit on a good day?

(24) What is your profit on a bad day?
















K60 – K79
> K80
<K20
K20 - K39
K40 – K59
K60 – K79
> K80
No profit: Loss of < K20
No profit: Loss of > K20
<K20
K20 - K39
K40 – K59
K60 – K79
> K80
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SECTION C: INDEPTH STUDY ON RESELLING OF FRESH PRODUCE
(24) Fresh produced
re-sold
1

2

3

4

5

(25) Quantity Purchased (specify in 40kg (26) Cost of Quantity Purchased
bag/10kg bag/bucket/dish, etc.)

(27) Total income after completed
sales
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SECTION D: ENABLING & CONSTRAINING FACTORS

(Tick appropriate box)
FACTORS

Received any training from organizations,
NGO, church groups, etc.
Support from parents, siblings or other
relatives
Received any loans from banks
Fearful of their personal safety and
security when marketing
Safe transportation and storage of produce
at the market
Husband supports the role of wife being a
reseller

OTHER’S NOT MENTIONED:

YES

NO
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ENABLING & CONSTRAINING FACTORS IN THE FRESH PRODUCE INDUSTRY
(28) What are the three main factors that have enabled you to run a reselling business
successfully? (Please list them in their order of importance)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
(29) What are the three main factors that have constrained you from earning more income or
expanding your reselling business? (Please list them in their order of importance)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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APPENDIX 3: QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE NARRATIVES (Questions to guide the
discussions)

•

What was your occupation before involving in vegetable reselling?

•

What prompted you to be engaged in the reselling business?

•

How do you go about your daily activities in the reselling business?

•

What are some challenges that you face when conducting your daily activities relating to
the reselling business?

•

What are some factors that you think has allowed for you to accomplish your daily
activities relating to the reselling business?

•

What are the positive impacts from engaging in this industry?

•

What do you think could be done to help improve the fresh produce reselling industry?
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APPENDIX 4: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR THE MARKET COORDINATOR LAE
URBAN FOOD MARKET
1. How long have you been working with the LCA stationed here at the LUFM?
2. What is the vendors capacity of the LUFM and on an average, can you give an estimate
on the number of vendors are present at the LUFM?
3. From what regions would you consider majority of the vendors are from (from most to
least)?
4. Are you aware of the presence of resellers at the main market?
5. Would you know when reselling has started to become dominant in LUFM?
6. Around what year would you say that you have noticed an influx on the number of
resellers that are operating here in LUFM?
7. From your observation has the trend of resellers in the market increased or decreased
over, let’s say 5 years?
8. Have there been any disputes between resellers and producer-resellers that you and your
colleagues had to step in to resolve?
9. What are some of the common causes of the disputes?
10. From your point of view, what kind of impact does the presence of resellers or reselling
have on the general marketing scene?
11. What are some challenges that you and your colleagues face when dealing with the issue
of reselling or resellers in the market?

